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1. Chemical process system
1.1. Introduction
Chemical_process_system is the key partial model in the ontology which addresses the body of
knowledge of the chemical engineering discipline. However, it is not intended to function as a
textbook or handbook for this discipline. Primarily, this partial model is aimed to present an
organization of chemical engineering knowledge, by means of positioning, grouping, and linking
chemical engineering concepts within a number of ontology modules. The descriptions or definitions
of individual concepts presented in this partial model are all serving this purpose; more rigorous and
comprehensive explanations of these concepts should not be sought in this section or in this ontology,
but rather in the specialized textbooks or handbooks.
Furthermore, as part of a particular version of a continuously developed ontology, this partial model is
intended to provide a rather complete coverage of the high level concepts within its intended scope,
complemented with the concepts at lower levels (i.e. those of greater detail) which are introduced
either because they have been needed by the existing applications of the OntoCAPE ontology or
simply for illustrating how the extension to some specific high level concepts can be done.
Due to the broadness of this discipline and the diversity of applications, it is perhaps unrealistic for
any particular version of the ontology to cover all chemical engineering concepts. However, the design
of this ontology, particularly the differentiation between the Conceptual Layer and the ApplicationOriented Layer, will allow any extension to be introduced as needed in the future.

1.2. Chemical process system (partial model)
The central chemical_process_system partial model represents all those concepts that are directly
related to materials processing and the corresponding operating devices. Hence, it is one representative
elaboration of the primitives defined in technical systems. Overall, it is composed of 7 partial models
which are located on the Conceptual Layer as well as the Application-Oriented Layer and thus it is the
largest of all partial models in OntoCAPE. These 7 partial models are: CPS_behavior, CPS_function,
CPS_peformance, CPS_realization, process_units, plant_equipment and process_control_
equipment. An overview on these partial models including the major ontology modules is given in
Fig. 1. Furthermore, chemical_process_system imports modules from other partial models such as
material or geometry.
The four partial models CPS_function, CPS_realization, CPS_behavior and CPS_performance
define the core of the chemical_process_system with respect to the Conceptual Layer.
CPS_function represents the desired behavior of a chemical process system. Thus, it holds the
functionality of material processing, describing the chemical, physical, or biological procedures as
well as the concepts related to information processing for process automation. Subsequently,
CPS_realization reflects the physical constitution of the chemical process system. Accordingly, it
comprises the technical realizations through plant equipments and the technology to operate the plant
(i.e., observation and control). Furthermore, CPS_behavior describes how a chemical process system
operates under certain conditions. It consists of (1) the phenomenological description of the processed
material amount and (2) the required connectivity between certain states of material amount. Finally,
CPS_performance is introduced which may be applied for the evaluation and benchmarking of a
chemical process system. Since the understanding of evaluation is very broad, only evaluation in the
perspective of economics is included exemplarily for the time being.
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Fig. 1: Overview on the partial model chemical_process_system
The ontology modules that are incorporated within the aforementioned partial models may be
distinguished with respect to whether they model the physicochemical processing part or the operation
and control part of a chemical process system. Considering the former one, process represents the
functional viewpoint which describes the intended, ideal behavior (or intended effects resulting from
the behavior) of the chemical plant in terms of certain changes of the significant states of material
streams or amounts, which essentially indicates the designated engineering purpose of a plant or a
plant item. Plant describes the realization viewpoint which depicts the constitution of a chemical plant
in terms of plant items (mainly pieces of equipment). Furthermore, behavior depicts the behavioral
viewpoint of a chemical_process_system which mainly characterizes the physicochemical phenomena
occurring when materials are processed in an equipment. However, to characterize the operation and
control part, modules process_control and process_control_system are introduced. The module
process_control presents the functional description which basically comprises observation and control
devices, and process_control_system represents the realization aspect which is essentially the
implementation and installation of devices for control. Equally well applicable to both parts is the
module economic_performance which covers the performance viewpoint mainly with respect to costs
and revenue.
Regarding the Application-Oriented Layer, the two partial models process_control_ equipment and
plant_equipment constitute specializations of the partial model CPS_realization. Specifically, they
comprise more detailed information on apparatuses, machines and instrumentation. Ultimately, the
partial model process units gives exemplary applications of chemical_process_system, e.g. a reactor
or a flash_unit.
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1.3. Chemical process system (ontology module)
The module chemical_process_system introduces the class chemical process system as a special technical
system, which is designed, built, and run in order to produce chemical compound(s) or material
product(s) with given specifications. This definition is in accordance with the systems engineering
definition of a system given by e.g. Patzak (1982).
Essentially, chemical process system and process unit are the major classes of this module and they are
modeled as special types of a technical system. All the information about a chemical process system is
conveyed via its aspect systems. The aspect system is introduced in a way such that it can be used to
describe the various phases during the lifecycle of a chemical process system starting from design to
operation. For the time being, the aspect systems have been developed and elaborated mainly for the
purposes of design processes e.g. desired function of a processing or operating section. Hence, in the
following we demonstrate the applicability of the aspect systems exemplarily for the design process of
a processing part. Note that the aspects dealing with the development of the operating system could
have been applied equally well. Further aspects such as operation, maintenance or the like could be
easily added. Fig. 2 gives a schematic representation on how the aspect systems interact in a
hypothetical scenario in which the major aspects in the lifecycle of a chemical plant are fully
elaborated.
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Process
System
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Performance

isConsidered
UnderAspect
performance

performance

Fig. 2: Exemplary presentation of the aspect system considerations for processing part of chemical
process system
According to the principles of decomposition of systems, a chemical process system can be composed of
a number of process units. Since it is typically not intended to specify a complete chemical process
system at once, one may rather focus on the modeling of a single process unit that builds a part of the
overall system. Hence each process unit describes a distinct part of the entire chemical process system
whose aspects may deviate from the one considered overall, e.g. the functional representation of a
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reactor differs from the one of the plant as a whole. In the following the respective aspect systems of a
process unit are introduced from a design process perspective:
–
–
–
–

The class process step represents the desired function.
The class plant item reflects its physical realization.
A material amount describes the physicochemical behavior of a chemical process system.
Its (economic) performance is characterized by the concept of economic performance.

The graphical representation is given in Fig. 3. Note that the classes plant item, process step, material
amount and economic performance are modeled as subclasses of system within their respective modules.
However, in the chemical process system module, they are identified as aspect systems of process unit.
For reasons of clarity the assignment of economic performance (i.e. representsPerformanceOf) is omitted.
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System

AspectSystem

isConsidered
UnderAspect
Aspect

system

imports
PlantItem
represents
RealizationOf
Process
Unit

represents
FunctionOf
imports

imports
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imports
represents
BehaviorOf

isConsidered
UnderAspect

isConsidered
UnderAspect
function

process

Material
Amount
behavior

realization

isConsidered
UnderAspect
behavior

Fig. 3: Exemplary presentation of the aspect system considerations for process unit
Applying the same modeling approach as adopted in the technical_system module, special
dependencies of interest between the aspect systems are predefined within chemical_process_system.
Exemplarily, the dependencies between the functional and realization view in a design process are
presented in the following. Based on the workflow within the course of a design process, the
information provided in a piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) are derived from the process
flow diagrams (PFD) developed initially. Regarded from the perspective of aspect systems, a P&ID
corresponds to a realization view of process unit whereas information stated in the PFD is considered to
be a functional description. Accordingly, a plant item is said to realize a certain process step as it is
shown in Fig. 4.
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ProcessStep

Reaction

Fig. 4: Predefined dependencies between aspect systems
For example, a process unit that is intended to carry out a particular chemical reaction will be given the
function of a reaction which will be realized by some reactor suitable to yield the desired product.
In the following sections the concepts stated within the respective partial models will be discussed,
and their interdependencies considered. To that end, all modules already proposed in Fig. 1 will be
introduced and described in detail.

Concept Descriptions
Individual concepts of the module chemical_process_system are described below.

Class Descriptions
Chemical process system
Description
The chemical process system is a technical system which is designed, built, and run in order to produce
chemical product(s).
Relations
-

Chemical process system has the functional aspect process.

-

Chemical process system has the realization aspect plant.

-

Chemical process system has the performance aspect economic performance.

Process unit
Description
Process unit comprises parts of a chemical process system that are considered under specific aspects but
do not represent the entire chemical process system.
Relations
-

Process unit has the functional aspect process step.

-

Process unit has the realization aspect plant item.

-

Process unit has the performance aspect economic performance.

-

Process unit has the behavioral aspect material amount.
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2. CPS function (partial model)
The partial model CPS_function deals with the functional description of the
chemical_process_system. Basically, it indicates the fundamental engineering purpose of a plant or a
process control system by describing the intended behavior on a conceptual level. The functional
description as it is implemented in OntoCAPE for the time being covers material processing devices as
well as information processing devices, which are needed for the operation of a chemical process
system.
The concepts provided enable a process description on a level of detail which is equivalent to that of a
process flow diagram. In this stage of the process design lifecycle, the following items are usually
specified:
–
–
–
–
–

Process steps which hold certain material processing procedures (e.g. a reaction unit or a
separation sequence) to acquire the overall process functionality.
Process states which indicate the state of a processed material leaving or entering a particular
process step with respect to the operational mode employed (e.g. either batch or continuous)
and product classification (e.g. intermediate or waste product).
Major operating conditions such as pressures and temperatures and some plant item design
specifications such as the volume of a process unit.
Connections representing the order of process steps and hence the identification of upstream and
downstream parts of the process.
Concepts for process control.

Subsequently, a comprehensive description of the partial model is provided. The partial model itself
comprises the modules process, process_control and controller.

2.1. Process (ontology module)
The module process covers the functional viewpoint of the chemical_process_system with respect to
material processing. It gives a conceptual view on the desired process, as it is often applied in an early
stage of a design process. In the following, all relevant information regarding the decomposition will
be stated first; subsequently, connectivity issues will be discussed.
Within a chemical plant, material is processed in order to produce some specified product from raw
materials. This processing comprises physical, chemical, and biological procedures that are performed
in a specific order. These procedures can be subsumed as process steps (cf. Fig. 5).
Separation, mixing, and evaporation can be considered as examples for process steps. Chemical and
biological transformations are described by reactions whereas unit operations are elementary process
steps where only physical phenomena occur. However, unit operations, reactions and other process steps
can be combined to complex procedures; these are captured by the class aggregated process step that
must contain two or more process steps. Finally, the chemical process in its entirety is one special
aggregated process step.

ProcessStep

Reaction

Process

UnitOperation

AggregatedProcessStep

Fig. 5: Main elements of the ontology module process
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While the number of chemical processes is enormous, there are a relatively small number of unit
operations that can be combined to form many kinds of processes. There are several chemical
engineering handbooks dealing with unit operations and their realization in some equipment (e.g. Green
and Perry 1998; McCabe et al 1993). Also, the data model developed by the pdXi initiative (ISO
10303 1998) contains a class hierarchy of unit operations frequently applied for a classification. The
TGL 25000 (1974) was a standard of the former German Democratic Republic and gives an
exhaustive description of unit operations, their application, and equipment for their implementation. In
summary, the categorizations of unit operations given by the handbooks and the data models can be
used to develop an accordant class hierarchy which result in two alternative classifications of unit
operations: classification schema (1) where the physical state of the processed processing materials
serves as the organizing principle and classification schema (2) where the unit operations are organized
according to theoretical chemical engineering considerations. In OntoCAPE the schema (1) is adopted
due to reasons of clarity and since this classification schema is more relevant in the context of process
design where unit operations are selected for performing required transformations of chemical
products. Further information on the implementation of the two classification can be found elsewhere
(Bayer et al. 2001).
Unit operations in OntoCAPE are distinguished according to four major types: combination, enthalpy
change, separation and fragmentation (cf. Fig. 6). Note that unit operation is defined as elementary, such
that all complex and composite process steps are represented by aggregated process step. For a complete
list of specializations of the four major types, we refer to the formal specification of OntoCAPE.
UnitOperation

Combination

Fragmentation

Mixing

Grinding
EnthalpyChange

Separation

PhaseChange

Flashing

PressureChange

Extraction

TemperatureChange

Distillation

Fig. 6: Representation of unit operation in process
A reaction is a process step which is based on chemical, biological or nuclear transformation. It can be
elementary or composite. Classification schemas for reactions are published in the literature similar to
the ones given for unit operations (e.g. Shreve 1978; Matthes 1959); in this context, the term unit
process is often used to capture chemical reactions (Encyclopedia Britannica 2009). We do not adopt
those structures in OntoCAPE.
Finally, for the specification of a particular chemical transformation, considered in a rather
macroscopic perspective of an early design stage, the relation refersToChemicalReaction is introduced
(cf. Fig. 7). That way, a reaction may be assigned to single of aggregated chemical reactions. For the
classification of chemical reactions, we refer to the module reaction_mechanism.
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ProcessStep
reaction_mechanism
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ChemicalReaction

Reaction

Chemical
Reaction

Fig. 7: Link to the related reaction_mechanism module class
The individual process steps can be connected to each other via process states, as it is indicated in Fig.
8. A process state represents the material that enters or leaves a process step. This includes the
interchange between two process steps as well as the feeding and removing of material.
network_system

Device

ProcessStep

0..2

leaves 0..1

0..1 enters

hasOutput n

n hasInput

isDirectly
ConnectedTo
0..n
Connection

DirectedConnection

ProcessState

Fig. 8: Class diagram representing the topological relations in process
To define a process state, one must specify the amount of the material as well as its thermodynamic
state (i.e., composition, temperature, pressure). For this purpose, a process state can be linked to a
generalized amount via the relation refersToGeneralizedAmount, as shown in Fig. 9. Depending on the
mode of operation (i.e., batch, semi-batch, or continuous), a generalized amount may represent either a
material flow (if it is a continuous process), or a material hold-up (if it is a batch process).

ProcessStep
leaves
hasOutput
behavior
Generalized
Amount

refersTo
Generalized
Amount

2..n

1

AggregatedProcessStep

enters
hasInput

Process

ProcessState

ProcessStream

BatchProcessState

isOfType

isOfType

continuous

ModeOf
Operation

batch

Fig. 9: Link to the related behavior module class
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An assembly of interconnected process steps and process states forms a directed graph; consequently,
the rules by which they can be connected are equivalent to those defined in the module
network_system on the Upper Layer. Particularly, a process step may have various hasInput and
hasOutput relations to a process state (e.g., a reactor that has multiple feeds). A process state, by
contrast, must enter and/or leave at most one process step.
ProcessState

Feed

Product

Intermediate
Product

RawMaterial

EndProduct

CoreProduct

CoProduct

WasteProduct

ByProduct
Reuseable
WasteProduct

Non-Reusable
WasteProduct

Fig. 10: Representation of the process state specialization
Note that the interconnected process steps and process states can be interpreted as a modified
representation of a state-task network. A state-task network is a directed bipartite graph with states as
its arcs and tasks as its nodes (Miller et al. 1997; Sargent 1998). In our representation, the process steps
are considered as tasks, whereas the process states represent the states.
According to the state-task approach, chemical processes can be described on a very detailed level,
independently of their mode of operation (i.e., batch, semi-batch, or continuous). Nevertheless, it may
be of interest to specify the mode of operation with which a process state is associated: In a batch
process, the process state represents the status of the process at a certain time; this is referred to as a
batch process state. In a continuous process, the process state can be associated with a process stream at
a certain location (cf. Fig. 9).
The process states might not only be classified in terms of mode of operation but also in terms of the
value chain a process achieves. Therefore, the specialization as represented in Fig. 10 is proposed.
Note that the represented process state may be the result of intended or unintended effects in terms of
physicochemical phenomena. The intended effects, corresponding to the functional viewpoint on the
process, are realized by means of the process steps. However, unintended effects due to non-ideal
behavior are not considered here but within the module behavior.
Both process steps and process states may have a number of properties, which uniquely define the
design conditions of a process step or the effective operating conditions of a process state. Essentially,
the predefined patterns for property representation described in system are applied: First of all, the class
process step property is introduced, which comprises specific properties with respect to process steps.
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system
Property

ProcessStep
Property

KeyChemicalComponent
ConversionRatio

FlashVapor
Ratio

Pressure
Difference

Fig. 11: Exemplary description of process state properties
Secondly, further specifications such as key chemical component conversion ratio, flash vapor ratio or a
pressure difference are introduced exemplarily as shown in Fig. 11. Consecutively, the properties may
be assigned to the process steps using either the hasProperty relation or specializations 1 thereof as
depicted in Fig. 12.
ProcessStep
hasPressure
Difference
PressureDifference

hasFlash
VaporRatio
FlashVaporRatio

hasKeyChemical
ComponentConverison
Ratio
KeyChemicalComponent
ConversionRatio

Fig. 12: Exemplary property assignment to process step
Finally, an application example is discussed, dealing with the decomposition and connectivity of a
process flow diagram. In Fig. 13 a simple flow diagram is given, showing the main aggregated process
step (Process) and two major process states (Feed, Product). The Process is decomposed into two
process steps (Reaction, Separation) linked by intermediate process states (Recycle, Intermediate).

Feed

Process

Product

Recycle
Feed

Reaction

Intermediate

Separation

Product

Fig. 13: Application example: Decomposition of process flow diagram
The OntoCAPE representation of the process flow diagram is presented in Fig. 14. Both levels of
hierarchy are modeled (the classes corresponding to the individuals are given in brackets). As usual,
1

These specializations are merely auxiliary constructs used as replacements for qualified cardinality restrictions. They may be
discarded, as soon as qualified number restrictions are made available in OWL.
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the topological relations are confined to the same decomposition level. Note that Feed 1 and Feed 2
denote the same process state on different breakdown levels 2. Its separate occurrences at these levels
are linked by the relation sameAs. The same is true for Product 1 and Product 2.

refersTo
Generalized
Amount

[ProcessState]
Feed 1

Æ hasInput
Å enters

[ProcessStep] Æ leaves
Å hasOutput
Process

[ProcessState]
Product 1
refersTo
Generalized
Amount

[MaterialAmount]
Feed
refersTo
Generalized
Amount

[MaterialAmount]
Product
sameAs

sameAs

[RawMaterial]
Feed2
Æ enters
Å hasInput

Æ hasInput
Å enters

[Intermediate]
Recycle

Æ leaves
Å hasOutput
[UnitOperation]
Separation

[Reaction]
Reaction
Æ hasOutput
Å leaves

[Intermediate]
Intermediate
Product

refersTo
Generalized
Amount
[Product]
Product2

Æ hasOutput
Å leaves

Æ enters
Å hasInput

Fig. 14: Hierarchical decomposition of a process flow diagram

Concept Descriptions
Individual concepts of the module process are defined below.

Class Descriptions
Aggregated process step
Description
An aggregated process step is a process step which consists of a number of process steps in a certain
sequence.
Relations
-

Aggregated process step is a subclass of process step.

-

An aggregated process step hasDirectSubsystem some process step.

Batch process state
Description
A batch process state represents a specific process state which is attained during a batch mode of
operation.
Relation
-

2

A batch process step is a subclass of process state.

This is due to the unique name assumption required by OWL.
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-

A batch process step is of type batch

Byproduct
Description
A byproduct is an end product whose production is unavoidable while a core product is produced.
Relations
-

Byproduct is a subclass of end product.

Combination
Description
Combination refers to these unit operations which combine different materials into one.
Relations
-

Combination is a subclass of unit operation

Core product
Description
A core product is the main (or an intended) end product.
Relations
-

Core product is a subclass of end product.

Coproduct
Description
A coproduct is an end product whose production is unintended.
Relations
-

Co-product is a subclass of end product.

Distillation
Description
Distillation is a unit operation for the separation of chemical substances based on differences in their
volatilities in a boiling liquid mixture. For the realization of the unit operation often a distillation
column is applied.
Relations
-

Distillation is a subclass of separation.

Enthalpy change
Description
Enthalpy change is a unit operation which changes the enthalpy of the material being processed, which
may materialize as the change in temperature, pressure, and/or state of aggregation.
Relations
-

Enthalpy change is a subclass of unit operation.

-

Enthalpy change has exactly one input.

-

Enthalpy change has exactly one output.
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End product
Description
An end product is a valuable output product that is not further processed.
Relations
-

End product is a subclass of output product.

Extraction
Description
Extraction is a unit operation which separates a substance from a mixture by preferentially dissolving that
substance in a suitable solvent. By this process a soluble compound is usually separated from an
insoluble compound.
Relations
-

Leaching is a subclass of separation.

-

Leaching has exactly two inputs.

-

Leaching has exactly two outputs.

Feed
Description
Feed is the supply of material to a certain process step.
Relations
-

Feed is a subclass of process state.

Flashing
Description
Flashing or flash evaporation is the partial vaporization that occurs when a saturated liquid stream
undergoes a reduction in pressure by passing through a throttling device. This process is one of the
simplest unit operations which is usually realized in a vessel.
Relations
-

Flashing is a subclass of separation.

-

Flashing has exactly one Input.

-

Flashing has exactly one Output.

-

Flashing has exactly one vapor ratio.

Flash vapor ratio
Description
Flash vapor ratio is the ratio between the vapor and the liquid phase in a flash, which is considered as a
significant property for flash design.
Relations
-

Flash vapor ratio is a subclass of process step property.
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Fragmentation
Description
Fragmentation refers to unit operations to breakup or split a material for further processing to an
unknown ratio, shape or structure like the crushing of solid materials.
Relations
-

Fragmentation is a subclass of unit operation.

-

Fragmentation has exactly one Input.

Intermediate product
Description
A compound which is produced in the course of a chemical synthesis, which is not itself the final
product, but is used in further process steps which produce the end product.
Relations
-

Intermediate product is a subclass of process state.

Key chemical component conversion ratio
Description
Key chemical component conversion ratio indicates the conversion ratio of the main product produced in a
reaction process step.
Relations
-

Key chemical component conversion ratio is a subclass of process step property.

Mixing
Description
Mixing is a unit operation which, as a special type of combination, results in a mixture required for further
processing. It is usually accomplished by means of stirrer.
Relations
-

Mixing is a subclass of combination.

Non-reusable waste product
Description
A non-reusable waste product is a waste product that cannot be integrated in a process anymore and
therefore has to be disposed.
Relations
-

Non-reusable waste product is a subclass of waste product.

Mode of operation
Description
The mode of operation distinguishes between the two common modes of continuous and batch
operation. Mode of operation is an enumeration of its instances batch, semi-batch, and continuous.
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Output product
Description
An output product is a material that has been processed by a certain process step and may be either
further processed or sold or disposed.
Relations
-

Output product is a subclass of process state

-

Output product has no enters.

Phase change
Description
Phase change refers to the change in the nature of a phase as a result of some variation in externally
imposed conditions, such as temperature, pressure, activity of a component or a magnetic, electric or
stress field (McNaught and Wilkinson 1997).
Relations
-

Phase change is a subclass of enthalpy change.

Pressure change
Description
Pressure change is a unit operation which changes the pressure of the material being processed. Typical
examples are pumping, compression, and expansion.
Relations
-

Pressure change is a subclass of enthalpy change.

-

Pressure change has exactly one pressure difference

Pressure difference
Description
Pressure difference is a process step property which indicates the difference in the pressure of the
material when it is processed by the process step pressure change.
Relations
-

Pressure difference is a subclass of process step property.

Process
Description
Process is an aggregated process step representing the entire function of the chemical process system
considered.
Relations
-

Process is a subclass of aggregated process step.

Process state
Description
A process state represents the collectivity of properties of a certain material amount which is produced in
the associated process step.
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Relations
-

A process state is a subclass of direct connection.

-

A process state may enter a process step.

-

A process state may leave a process step.

-

A process state may refer to a generalized amount

Process step
Description
A process step is a certain material processing procedure.
Relations
-

A process step is a subclass of device.

-

A process step may have one or more input process states.

-

A process step may have one or more output process states.

Process step property
Description
A process step property is a property of a process step.
Relations
-

A process step property is a subclass of scalar quantity.

Process stream
Description
A process stream represents a process state in a process operated in a continuous mode of operation.
Relation
-

A process stream is a subclass of process state.

-

A process stream is of type continuous

Raw material
Description
Raw material denotes the process state of material that enters a process step to be processed there.
Relations
-

Raw material is a subclass of process step.

-

Raw material has exactly no leaves

Reaction
Description
A reaction is a process step in which some material is converted to some other material through
chemical, biochemical or nuclear reactions.
Relations
-

Reaction is a subclass of process step.
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-

A reaction may involve a chemical or biochemical reaction network.

-

A reaction may have a key component conversion ratio.

Reusable waste product
Description
A reusable waste product is a waste product that can be reused and hence be integrated in the chemical
synthesis for production again.
Relations
-

Reusable waste product is a subclass of waste product.

Separation
Description
Separation refers to all unit operations which obtain a subset of mixture components at a specified
amount by the application of physical or chemical processes.
Relations
-

Separation is a subclass of unit operation.

Temperature change
Description
Temperature change is a unit operation which transports the heat content of one material to another to
result in a change in the temperature of the material being processed. It is applied for heating or
cooling purposes.
Relations
-

Temperature change is a subclass of enthalpy change.

-

Temperature change has exactly one heat duty.

Unit operation
Description
A unit operation is a basic step in a process. Examples of unit operation are mixing, separation, enthalpy
change, etc.
Relation
-

A unit operation is a subclass of process step.

Waste product
Description
A waste product is an output product that has no market value.
Relations
-

Waste product is a subclass of output product.
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Relation Descriptions
hasFlashVaporRatio
Description
The relation hasFlashVaporRatio indicates the liquid-vapor ratio of a particular mixture at a certain state
within a vessel.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Flashing

-

Range: Flash vapor ratio

hasOperationMode
Description
The relation hasOperationMode indicates by which operation mode a particular process state is achieved.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isOfType

-

Domain: Batch process or process stream

-

Range: Operation mode

hasPressureDifference
Description
The relation hasPressureDifference indicates the intended difference between two pressure states.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Pressure change

-

Range: Pressure difference

refersToGeneralizedAmount
Description
The relation refersToGeneralizedAmount establishes a connection between a process state and a
generalized amount in order to be able to describe extensive as well as intensive properties, e.g. relevant
material quantities.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-ObjectRelation

-

Domain: Process step

-

Range: Generalized amount

refersToChemicalReaction
Description
The relation refersToChemicalReaction established a connection between a reaction, and a chemical
reaction considered in a rather macroscopic perspective of an early design stage.
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Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-ObjectRelation

-

Domain: Reaction

-

Range: Chemical reaction

Instance Descriptions
Batch
Description
Batch considers the production of finite quantities of material (batches) by subjecting quantities of
input materials to a defined order of process steps using one or more pieces of equipment (ANSI
1995).
Characteristics
-

Instance of mode of operation

Continuous
Description
In a continuous process, materials are passed in a continuous flow through processing equipment
(ANSI 1995).
Characteristics
-

Instance of mode of operation

2.2. Process_control (ontology module)
The module process_control deals with the architecture, mechanisms and algorithms for controlling
the outputs of a specific process. In particular, the concepts for representing the architecture of a
control system are centered on a control loop. In the following, we will first introduce the principles of
decomposition applied in this module and then connectivity issues are discussed.
A control loop consists of control components and action lines. Fig. 15 shows the major elements of the
partial model process control including the specialization of control component. Control components are the
different functional components of control loop. The four subclasses of control components are the
comparing element, reversing element, branching element and the function block. The function block represents
those control components with major functionality within a control loop: controllers, controlled system
(which is identical to some process step or aggregated process step), sensor function and actuator function.
Besides function blocks, comparing elements, reversing points and branching points are needed to describe
the function of the information processing which is performed within the chemical process system.
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ControlLoop
1

1

1..n

1..n

ControlComponent

ComparingElement

Controller

Actionline

ReversingElement

ControlledSystem

BranchingPoint

SensorFunction

FunctionBlock

ActuatorFunction
refersToMathematicalModel

refersToProcessStep

MathematicalModel

ProcessStep

mathematical_model

process

Fig. 15: Major elements of the module process_control
Since function blocks are typically described by mathematical model, such a connection is given by the
relation refersToMathematicalModel. Furthermore, function block can be specialized to sensor functions and
actuator functions (Polke 1994). The sensor function comprises the entire function of recording, relaying,
and writing out process quantities within other control components. The actuator function transforms the
output of the controller (controller output variable) into the input of the controlled system (manipulated
variable), which is the actual variable that is changed within the process step in order to reach the
intended conditions.
The architecture of a control loop is characteristic and is designed under consideration of the control
objective as well as the particular process by connecting the different kinds of control components.
However, frequently applied control loop architectures are summarized as control loop architecture value
types including four basic types of control loops as shown in Fig. 16: open_loop_control, feed_
forward_control, state_feedback_control and output_feedback_control. Furthermore complex_control_
loops are considered which can contain two or more of the basic ones (e.g. cascade control or precontrol (Schuler 1999)).

ControlLoop

hasControlLoopArchitecture

open_loop_
control

ControlLoopArchitectureVT

feed_forward_
control

state_feedback_
control

output_feedback_
control

complex_
control_loop

Fig. 16: Representation of control loop architecture value type
Function blocks are frequently distinguished as linear function blocks types and nonlinear function blocks
types (cf. Fig. 17). Further, static and dynamic function blocks can be distinguished (not shown in Fig.
17). Furthermore, linear function blocks types have a distinct transfer function, which can be used to
characterize them (Unbehauen 1989). Another characteristic property of linear function blocks is their
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abstract behavior, i.e. the way they react on a change in their input variable. The indication of the
response characteristics of a function block is indicated by the relation hasResponseCharacteristics.
fundamental_concepts
FunctionBlock

NonlinearFunction
BlockType

NonExhaustiveValueSet

LinearFunction
BlockType

hasResponse
Characteristics
ResponseCharacteristicsVT

nonlinear

linear

P-Element

I-Element

D-Element

PID-Element

PT1-Element

Fig. 17: Representation of system value types in the module process_control
In Fig. 17, some of the so distinguished control elements are shown; for a more complete list refer to
literature in the area of control engineering and control theory (e.g. Unbehauen 1989). Some authors
give classifications of function blocks that can also be integrated here (see for example Föllinger 1992).
Again, the topological relations applied in process_control obey the principles given by the partial
model network_system (cf. Fig. 18).
network_system
Device

ControlComponent

0..2

leaves 0..1

0..1 enters

hasOutput n

n hasInput

isDirectly
ConnectedTo
0..n
Connection

ActionLine

Fig. 18: Illustration of the topological relations in the module process_control

Concept Descriptions
Individual concepts of the module process_control are defined below.

Class Descriptions
Action line
Description
An action line connects the different control components that eventually build the control loop.
Relations
-

Action line is a subclass of connection.

-

Action line is a direct subsystem of control loop.
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Actuator function
Description
Actuator function transforms the output of the controller into the input of the controlled system.
Relations
-

Actuator function is a subclass of Function block.

Branching point
Description
Branching point describes the splitting of an action line.
Relations
-

Branching point is a subclass of control component.

Comparing element
Description
Comparing element indicates how the state of a control component is influenced.
Relations
-

Comparing element is a subclass of control component.

Control component
Description
Control component is the part of a control loop which accomplishes substantial tasks in signal processing
or generation.
Relations
-

Control component is a subclass of device.

-

Control component is a direct subsystem of control loop.

Control loop
Description
Control loop deals with the description of the functional elements and their implementation to
manipulate a dynamic system to achieve a desired behavior.
Relations
-

Control loop is composed of control components and action lines.

Controlled system
Description
Controlled system describes the functionality of the system to be controlled.
Relations
-

Controlled system is a subclass of function block.
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Control loop architecture VT
Description
Control loop architecture value type comprises the different types of control loop structures. Control loop
type is an enumeration of its instances open_loop_control, feed_forward_control,
state_feedback_control, output_feedback_control and complex_control_loop.
Relations
-

Control loop type is a subclass of non exhaustive value set.

-

Control loop type is of type control.

Controller
Description
Controller represents the different types of controller.
Relations
-

Controller is a subclass of function block.

Function block
Description
A function block describes the function between input variables and output variables
Relations
-

Function block is a subclass of control component.

-

A function block has exactly one linearity.

-

A function block has a response characteristic.

Linear function block type
Description
A linear function block type represents the desired behavior which may be described by a linear function.
It typically has a distinct transfer function, which can be used to characterize them.
Relations
-

Linear function block type is subclass of function block.

-

Linear function block type is of type linear.

Linearity VT
Description
Linearity is an enumeration of its instances linear and non-linear.
Relations
-

Linearity is subclass of value set.

Non linear function block type
Description
A nonlinear function block type represents the desired behavior which may be described by a nonlinear
function.
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Relations
-

Non linear function block type is subclass of function block..

-

Non linear function block type is of type nonlinear.

Response characteristics VT
Description
Response characteristics VT describes the several characteristics how a controlled system may react on a
manipulation.
Relations
-

Response characteristics VT is subclass of non exhaustive value set.

Reversing element
Description
Reversing element describes the functionality of lead.
Relations
-

Reversing element is a subclass of control component.

Sensor function
Description
The sensor function comprises the entire function of recording, relaying, and writing out process
quantities within other control components.
Relations
-

A sensor function is subclass of function block

Relation Descriptions
hasControlLoopArchitecture
Description
The relation hasControlLoopArchitecture refers from a function block to its control loop architecture value
type.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isOfType

-

Domain: Control

-

Range: Control loop architecture VT

hasLinearity
Description
The relation hasLinearity refers from a function block to its linearity value type.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isOfType

-

Domain: Function block
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-

Range: Linearity VT

hasResponseCharacteristics
Description
The relation hasResponseCharacteristics refers from a linear function block type to its response
characteristics value type.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isOfType

-

Domain: Function block

-

Range: Response characteristics VT

Instance Descriptions
ComplexControlLoop
Description
A complex control loop is a control loop which contains more than one control loops.
Characteristics
-

Instance of control loop architecture VT

D-Element
Description
D-element is typically a part of controller. It comprises a transfer function with derivative action on its
input.
Characteristics
Instance of responds characteristics VT
FeedForwardControl
Description
A system exhibiting feed_forward_control responds to a measured disturbance in a pre-defined way
before the disturbance affects the control variable.
Characteristics
-

Instance of control loop architecture VT

Linear
Description
Linear refers to the behavior of the controlled system.
Characteristics
-

Instance of linearity VT
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I-Element
Description
I-element is typically part of a controller It comprises a transfer function with integral action on its
input.
Characteristics
-

Instance of responds characteristics VT

Nonlinear
Description
Nonlinear refers to the behavior of the controlled system which cannot be described as a linear function
of the state of that system.
Characteristics
-

Instance of linearity VT

OpenLoopControl
Description
Open_loop_control is a type of control architecture which computes the input to a system using the
current state and a model of the system.
Characteristics
-

Instance of control loop architecture VT

OutputFeedbackControl
Description
Output_feedback_control is a type of control architecture of the controlled system where a measured
output is used to compensate the input to the contolled system.
Characteristics
-

Instance of control loop architecture VT

P-Element
Description
P-element is typically a part of a controller which amplifies its input by a constant gain to form its
output.
Characteristics
-

Instance of responds characteristics VT

PID-Element
Description
PID-element is a typically part of a controller which combines the features of the P-, I- and D-Element
by implementing parallel action.
Characteristics
-

Instance of responds characteristics VT
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PT1-Element
Description
PT1-element deals with time-delay in controlled system to avoid instability.
Characteristics
-

Instance of responds characteristics VT

StateFeedbackControl
Description
State_feedback_control is a type of feedback control, where the full state is used to compensate the
input of the controlled system.
Characteristics
-

Instance of control loop architecture VT

2.3. Controller (ontology module)
The two preceding ontology modules provide fundamental principles for a functional description of a
chemical process system. However, it is intended to present the major component of a control loop,
namely the controller, in a more detailed way. Further specializations for different applications are
possible. A graphical representation of some specialized controller types is given in Fig. 19.
The PID controller is the one that is most commonly used in industrial practice. Adaptive controllers are
another special type of controllers. Furthermore, some more advanced controllers exist like knowledgebased controllers (e.g. fuzzy controller), or model-based controllers. Very important types of the latter are
predictive controllers (Schuler 1999); examples are the MPC (model predictive controller), the IMC
(internal model controller), and the Smith predictor.
process_control
Controller

PIDController

AdaptiveController

Knowledge-based
Controller

FuzzyController

Model-based
Controller

ModelPredictive
Controller

SmithPredictor

Internal
ModelController

Fig. 19: Class diagram representing specialization of controller

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module controller are described below.
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Class Descriptions
Adaptive controller
Description
An adaptive controller is a controller that can modify its behavior in response to the changes in the
dynamics of the process and in the character of the disturbances (Astrom and Wittenmark 1994).
Relations
-

Adaptive controller is a subclass of controller.

Fuzzy controller
Description
A fuzzy controller is a controller which is based on fuzzy logic - a mathematical system that analyzes
analog input values in terms of logical variables that take on continuous values between 0 and 1 (Jang
and Sun 1993)).
Relations
-

Fuzzy controller is a subclass of knowledge-based controller.

Internal model controller
Description
An internal model controller incorporates internal model control (IMC) which typically consists of (1) an
internal model to predict the effect of the manipulated variables on the output; (2) a filter to achieve a
desired degree of robustness; (3) a control algorithm to compute future values of the manipulated
variable such that the process follows a desired trajectory closely (Garcia and Morari 1982).
Relations
-

Internal model controller is a subclass of knowledge-based controller.

Knowledge-based controller
Description
A knowledge-based controller (KBC) computes the manipulated variables from measured system outputs
using qualitative knowledge about the controlled system.
Relations
-

Knowledge-based controller is a subclass of controller.

Model-based controller
Description
A model-based controller is based on a mathematical model of the controlled system.
Relations
-

Knowledge-based controller is a subclass of controller.
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Model predictive controller
Description
The essence of a model predictive controller is to optimize, over the manipulable inputs, forecasts of
process behavior. The forecasting is accomplished with a process model, and, therefore, the model is
the essential element of a model predictive controller (Rawlings 2000).
Relations
-

Model predictive controller is a subclass of knowledge-based control.

PID-Controller
Description
A PID controller is a type of feedback controller which applies proportional (P), integrative (I) and
derivative (D) control methods. It is widely used in industrial control systems (Liptak 2005).
Relations
-

PID-Controller is a subclass of controller.

Smith predictor
Description
A smith predictor is a controller which is designed to cope with time-delayed controlled systems by
adding extra internal loops (Warwick and Rees 1988).
Relations
-

Smith predictor is a subclass of knowledge-based control.
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3. CPS realization (partial model)
The partial model CPS_realization holds the aspect of realization and therefore the concepts required
to specify the physical structure of a chemical plant. It allows describing the individual pieces of
process equipment, including their fittings and fixtures, the connectivity of the equipment through piping
systems as well as the control components required for the implementation of process automation
systems. The concepts provided by CPS_realization enable plant descriptions on different levels of
details to support various phases in the lifecycle ranging from basic design (a.k.a basic engineering) to
detail design (a.k.a detail engineering). For the time being, the elaboration of CPS_realization mainly
focuses on the following items:
–
–
–
–
–

apparatuses and machines with respect to their type, construction materials, capacity, and main
dimensions,
the related fixtures and fittings;
major design specifications such as maximum pressure or temperature;
key instrumentation items (valves, sensors, control hardware…);
piping networks and power and signal lines 3.

Geometrical details of the equipment and the 3D layout of the plant are further important information of
a constitutional description of a chemical plant. However, these tasks have been considered with less
priority compared to the specifications stated before and are correspondingly less elaborated. Thus, a
plant description that is based on concepts from the partial model CPS_realization has approximately
the information content of a piping and instrumentation (P&ID) diagram.
Subsequently, a comprehensive description of the partial model is provided. The partial model itself
comprises the modules plant and process control system.

3.1. Plant (ontology module)
Within the module plant, all elements of a plant are subsumed as plant items. There are three major
subclasses of plant item: equipment, transport channel and instrumentation. In the following, the relevant
constitution of the plant and the plant items involved are discussed first. The topological connectivity
between plant items is explained thereafter.
Plantltem

Fixture

Equipment

Conveyor

PieceOf
Equipment

Apparatus

GroupOf
Equipment

Machine

Instrumentation

TransportChannel

Piping

PipingNetwork

PipeFitting

Pipe

Instrument

Instrument
Loop

PipeSegment

Fig. 20: Class diagram of mereological considerations of the module plant
Equipment is a plant item that is capable of independently realizing one or more process steps. It
represents all sorts of apparatuses and machines required for the production of a desired material.
Transport channel is introduced as a general means to represent any transport of material in chemical
plants. Instrumentation is required for automation purposes. Within the scope of this module, the on-site
instruments for measurement and control are addressed. Additionally, fixtures are considered as a
3

Power and signal lines are not considered in OntoCAPE for the time being.
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subclass of plant items. The existence of all kinds of fixtures enables the detailed representation of plant
items, which even allows a description of unique or special equipment. The hierarchical organization of
a chemical plant is decomposed in two levels of detail.
Plant

Unit

Equipment

Piping

Instrumentation

Fig. 21: Representation of the composition of unit and plant
Firstly, units are introduced, which comprise equipment and the required piping and instrumentation which
in conjunction represent a production unit. A distillation system including the piping connecting the
apparatuses and the sensors and controllers for automation is an example of such a unit. Secondly, a
plant is the collection of specific units required for the production of the desired product.
Obviously, a plant item may consist of one or more other plant items, which motivates the need of
decomposition.
Piece of equipment and group of equipment can be distinguished as two different subclasses of equipment.
A piece of equipment is an elementary part of plant, though elementary as a subclass of equipment, it can
be further composed of some fixtures. An example for a piece of equipment is a tubular reactor that
contains the fixtures shell and tubes. Two types of piece of equipment are distinguished fully consistent
with (TGL 25000 1974): (1) apparatus, which consists mainly of non-moving parts and whose main
purpose is the transformation of material properties with respect to their intensive state variables and
other characteristic attributes; (2) machine, which is often used to transform energy (e.g., pump) or to
transfer energy into some material to achieve some physical effects (e.g., centrifuge). A group of
equipment is a collection of pieces of equipment. For example, a distillation column with its reboiler and
head condenser is considered as a group of equipment.

Reactor

Reactor

Pipe segment

Pipe
Instrument

Tank

Fig. 22: Illustration of the piping network
Piping is a specialization of transport channel and thus introduced to address any transport of material
between two plant items which is often realized through pipes. In particular, fluids are transported by
means of piping. However, also solids need to be transported between equipment. Depending on the
particulate characteristics of the solid, a fluid may be used as a carrier, which again facilitates transport
in pipes. In case the solids’ state of matter do not allow transportation in pipes, a conveyor is introduced
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as an exemplar for the transport of all other solids and materials 4. Piping network, pipe, pipe segments
and pipe fittings can be distinguished as four different subclasses of piping (cf. Fig. 22).
A pipe represents the elementary unit of piping and can be composed of pipe segments and instruments.
Again, pipe segments may have additional properties, e.g. the degree of insulation or the material of
construction. However, piping network represents a collection of pipes and pipe fittings. Forking of a
connection to feed several reactors from one tank is an example of a piping network.
Finally, for instrumentation the two subclasses instrument and instrument loop are introduced. The
instrumentation fittings between the several instruments are not yet covered by this module. A further
distinction between actuator and sensor units is presented in adjacent modules. Examples for
instruments are valves which are used to control the flows of fluids, and temperature sensors for
measurement. An instrument loop consists only of instrumentation, more precisely of at least one sensor
and one actuator. An instrument loop is applied as a whole to some equipment, e.g. it might be used for
temperature control of a column.According to the model of system, the classes piece of equipment and
group of equipment correspond to subsystem and supersystem. Similarly, the class pipe and piping network
are classified as subsystem and supersystem. Two extensions to the relations already defined for system
are provided. The relations hasConnector and hasFixture are introduced as specializations of the
isComposedOf relation and analogously the inverse relations isConnectorOf and isFixtureOf are
specializations of isExclusivelyPartOf.
In the system module, system interface is introduced primarily to allow for a consistent and realistic
representation of connectivity between systems. Since plant item is a specialization of system and hence
piece of equipment, pipe and instrument are subsystems, suitable interfaces have to be introduced. These
interfaces and the resulting connectivity within the scope of the module plant is addressed next. The
corresponging class diagram is represented in Fig. 23.
system
SystemInterface

isDirectlyConnectedTo
Nozzle

PipeSegmentEnd

2..n

isDirectlyConnectedTo
1..2

isDirectlyConnectedTo

1
PieceOfEquipment

2

Instrumentation
Connection
1
Instrument

1
Pipe

PlantItem

Fig. 23: Class diagram of topological considerations of the module plant
The three subclasses of system interface introduced to address connectivity are nozzle, pipe segment end
and instrumentation connection. This way, all sorts of conceivable connections between piece of
equipment, piping network and loop can be created with these topological concepts. However, nozzle can
only be connected to either pipe segment ends or instrumentation connection to build a valid connection.
In turn pipe segment ends and instrumentation connection might be linked to oneself.
A piece of equipment and a group of equipment may have as many nozzles as required to fulfill the
function. By definition, a pipe always consists of two pipe ends to be connected to equipment, piping or
instrumentation. However, a piping network might have more than two pipe segment ends for connectivity
4

Note that any non-piping channel is not explicitly covered by OntoCAPE for the time being.
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resulting from the forking of pipes. An instrument may have either one or two instrumentation connections
depending on the installation condition. As an example, a temperature sensor fitted to a nozzle needs
only one instrumentation connection, whilst a valve usually is fixed between two pipe segment ends.
The characteristic properties of a plant item are modeled according to the patterns governed by system
properties. Therefore, a plant item uses the relation hasProperty to refer to the corresponding property
which in turn refers to the correct value. Essentially, two basic types of plant item properties are
introduced, design property and construction property. Design properties can be considered as extended
process step properties basically including process specification such as maximal and minimal pressure
and some equipment specifications like the thickness of the wall of a vessel. Construction properties
constitute a further enrichment in terms of technical specifications and include very detailed
information required for the actual building of a plant item. An example of design properties may be
the maximum design pressure or the minimum design temperature of a vessel or a machine.
Some properties can be considered to be constant within the life cycle of a plant item. Also others may
not only describe a particular feature of a single plant item but could be assigned to a wide range of
plant items. These kinds of properties are allocated to plant items by the relation hasCharacteristics which
is directly linked to either an enumeration of values or a qualitative value. An example is the characteristic
of geometry, e.g. a column hasCharacteristics cylindrical or a pipe which is designed according to a
specific piping class.
Subsequently, a simple example is presented to demonstrate the application of the aforementioned
classes. The example is shown in Fig. 24. The feed to a reactor is stored in a tank, both pieces of
equipment are connected through a pipeline. The pipeline consists of two segments and a valve for
operational reasons and can therefore be represented on a more detailed level.

Tank

Feed

Feed2

Feed1
Tank

Reactor

Valve

Reactor

Fig. 24: Application example for the plant ontology
Fig. 25 shows the representation of the unit applying the classes of the ontology module plant to
illustrate the basic connectivity of the elements. A coarse-grained description may simply distinguish
between the tank and the reactor and the connecting feed. If, however, the detailed representation of
instruments is of importance, one may choose a more fine-grained description where the piping network
is decomposed into pipe segments and the in-between instrument (e.g. valve).
[PieceOfEquipment] leaves
Tank

hasOutput

[PipingNetwork] leaves hasOutput [PieceOfEquipment]
Feed
Reactor

Æ enters
Æ hasOutput
Æ hasOutput
Æ enters
Å hasInput
Å leaves
Å leaves
Å hasInput
[PieceOfEquipment]
[PipeSegment]
[Instrument]
[PipeSegment]
[PieceOfEquipment]
Tank
Feed_1
Valve
Feed_2
Reactor

Fig. 25: Representation of the application example according to plant
Additionally, the use of system interfaces may be demonstrated for this example. The resulting
representation (with the reactor excluded for simplicity) is shown in Fig. 26. It is illustrated how the
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piece of equipment, i.e. tank, is connected via a nozzle, i.e. tank nozzle 1, to a pipe segment end, i.e. PSE
feed 1 tank, of the adjacent piping network; the pipe segment end is furthermore connected to the
instrument connection and so on.
[PieceOfEquipment]
Tank

leaves

hasOutput

[Pipe]
Feed

Æ enters
Æleaves
Æleaves
[PieceOfEquipment] ÅhasOutput [PipeSegment] Å hasInput [Instrument] ÅhasOutput [PipeSegment]
Tank
Feed_1
Valve
Feed_2

[Nozzle]
TankNozzle_1

[PSegEnd]
[PSegEnd]
PSEFeed_1Tank PSEFeed_1Valve

[Instr.Conn.]
[Instr.Conn.]
ICValveFeed_1 ICValveFeed_2

[PSegEnd]
PSEValve

isDirectlyConnectedTo

Fig. 26: Representation of system interface connections

Concept Descriptions
Individual concepts of the module plant are defined below.

Class Descriptions
Apparatus
Description
An apparatus is a piece of equipment which mainly consists of non-moving parts and provides space for
materials to be processed.
Relations
-

Apparatus is a subclass of piece of equipment.

Construction property
Description
A construction property constitutes a further enrichment in terms of technical specification of the design
data and includes very detailed information required for the actual building of a plant item.
Relations
-

Construction property is a subclass of plant item property.

Design property
Description
A design property is an extended process step property basically including process data such as maximal
and minimal bounds of design properties and some construction considerations.
Relations
-

Design property is a subclass of plant item property.
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Equipment
Description
Equipment is a plant item that is capable of independently realizing one or more process steps.
Relations
-

Equipment is a subclass of plant item.

-

Equipment can be a piece of equipment or a group of equipment

Fixture
Description
A fixture is a plant item that is part of equipment and therefore not capable of independently realizing a
process step. The function of a plant item depends on the required fixtures.
Relations
-

Fixture is a subclass of plant item.

Group of equipment
Description
A group of equipment comprises a number of pieces of equipment which realizes a process step.
Relations
-

Group of equipment is a subclass of equipment.

-

A group of equipment has a number of subsystems from equipments.

-

A group of equipment has a number of subsystems from pipes.

-

A group of equipment has a number of subsystem from instrumentation.

Instrument
Description
An instrument is a device used to measure or control one or more properties of a system.
Relations
-

An instrument is a subclass of instrumentation.

-

An instrument may have at most two instrumentation connections.

Instrument loop
Description
An instrument loop is a set of instruments which are arranged to regulate one or more variables of a
certain controlled system.
Relation
-

Instrument loop is a subsystem of instrumentation.

-

Instrument loop may be composed of instrumentation.

Instrumentation
Description
Instrumentation is about measuring and control and subsumes instrument and instrument loop.
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Relations
-

Instrumentation is a subclass of plant item.

-

Instrumentation can be an instrument or a loop.

Machine
Description
A machine is any mechanical or electrical device that transmits or converts energy to perform a task.
A detailed classification of machines is beyond the current scope of OntoCAPE.
Relations
-

A machine is a subclass of piece of equipment.

-

A machine has a characteristic power output..

-

A machine has a characteristic efficiency.

Nozzle
Description
A nozzle represents the interface through which a plant item can be connected to another plant item or to
the environment of a plant.
Relations
-

A nozzle is a subclass of system interface

-

A nozzle can be directly connected to zero or one pipe segment end.

-

A nozzle can be directly connected to zero or one instrumentation connection.

Piece of equipment
Description
A piece of equipment is an elementary unit in the sense that it does not include other equipment or pipes
or instrumentation.
Relations
-

Piece of equipment is a subclass of equipment.

-

A piece of equipment may be composed of zero of more fixtures.

-

A piece of equipment may have one or more nozzles.

-

A piece of equipment may be composed of nozzles.

Pipe
Description
A pipe can be used to connect one plant item to another plant item or to the environment of a plant.
Relations
-

Pipe is a subclass of piping.

-

A pipe may be composed of pipe segments.

-

A pipe may be composed of instruments.
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Pipe fittings
Description
Pipe fittings are used in piping networks to connect straight pipe sections, to adapt to different sizes or
shapes or to realize forking of piping.
Relations
-

Pipe fitting is a subclass of piping.

Pipe segment
Description
A pipe segment is the elementary part of piping. A pipe may be assembled of a number of pipe segments.
Relations
-

Pipe segment is a subclass of piping.

-

A pipe segment may have exactly two pipe segment ends.

Pipe segment end
Description
A pipe segment end is an on- or off-page connector to another pipe, piece of equipment or instrument.
Relations
-

Pipe segment end is a subclass of system interface.

-

A pipe segment end can be directly connected to zero or one nozzle.

-

A pipe segment end can be directly connected to zero or one other pipe segment end.

-

A pipe segment end can be directly connected to zero or one instrumentation connection.

Piping
Description
A piping is a plant item which is used for fluid transport. It may connect equipment or/and instruments.
Relations
-

Piping is a subclass of plant item.

-

A pipe has at least two pipe segment ends.

Piping network
Description
A piping network is a collection of connected pipes and pipe fittings used to connect multiple pieces of
equipment.
Relations
-

Piping network is a subclass of piping.

-

Piping network may be composed or pipes and pipe fittings.

Plant
Description
A plant aggregates a at least two units to realize a whole process.
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Relations
-

Plant is a subclass of system.

-

A plant item has direct subsystem some units.

Plant item
Description
A plant item is an object which exists, in a material form, in a chemical process system for realizing one
or more process steps.
Relations
-

Plant item is a subclass of system.

-

A plant item can be part of a plant.

-

A plant item may have a shape representation. 5

-

A plant item may be made of a construction material.

Plant item property
Description
A plant item property represents all properties that are particularly important for the description and
specification of plant items.
Relations
-

Plant item property is a subclass of property.

Unit
Description
A unit is a collection of associated equipment modules, instrumentation modules and transport channels in
which one or more major process steps can be conducted. It represents one section of the overall plant.
Relations
-

Unit is a subclass of system.

-

A unit is composed of some plant items.

Relation Descriptions
hasCapacity
Description
The relation hasCapacity indicates an equipment’s capacity.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Equipment

-

Range: Value set

5
According to the design rationale of the ontology, any geometric properties of a plant item should be represented through a shape
representation. This policy however has not been implemented consistently in this partial model so far; some geometric properties
are still treated as plant item properties. This has to be improved in the future.
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hasConnector
Description
The relation hasConnector refers from a piece of equipment or a pipe segment or an instrument to the
corresponding plant item interface.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isExclusivelyPartOf

-

Domain: Piece of equipment, pipe, instrument

-

Range: Plant item interface

-

Inverse: isConnectorOf

hasConstructionMaterial
Description
The relation hasConstructionMaterial refers to the material chosen for the construction of plant items.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of Inter-ObjectRelation

-

Domain: Plant item

-

Range: Substance

hasEfficiency
Description
The relation hasEfficiency indicates a machine’s efficiency.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Machine

-

Range: value set

hasFixture
Description
The relation hasFixture refers from equipment to the corresponding fixture.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isComposedOf

-

Domain: Equipment

-

Range: Fixture

-

Inverse: isFixtureOf

hasHeight
Description
The relation hasHeight refers to the height of equipment.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics
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-

Domain: Piece of equipment

-

Range: Value set

hasInsideDiameter
Description
The relation hasInsideDiameter indicates the inside diameter of a piece of equipment.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Piece of equipment, pipe, instrument

-

Range: Value set

hasOutsideDiameter
Description
The relation hasOutsideDiameter indicates an equipment’s outside diameter.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Equipment, piping

-

Range: Value set

hasPowerOutput
Description
The relation hasPowerOutput indicates a machine’s magnitude of power output.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Machine

-

Range: Value set

isFixtureOf
Description
The relation isFixtureOf refers from a fixture to the corresponding equipment.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isExclusivelyPartOf

-

Domain: Fixture

-

Range: Equipment

-

Inverse: hasFixture

isConnectorOf
Description
The relation isConnectorOf refers from a plant item interface to the corresponding piece of equipment or
pipe segment or instrument.
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Characteristics
-

Specialization of isExclusivelyPartOf

-

Domain: Plant item interface

-

Range: Piece of Equipment, pipe segment, instrument

-

Inverse: hasConnector

3.2. Process control system (ontology module)
The module process_control_system describes the realization of the part of the
chemical_process_system which is introduced for control purposes. Hence a process control system,
which belongs to a specific plant, incorporates the implementation of the functionality represented by
process control.
The major elements of this partial model are shown in Fig. 27. In a general sense, the process control
system comprises all devices such as measuring instruments (i.e. sensors, measuring instruments,
analyzers), controlling instruments (actuator systems such as control valves or switches), and humanprocess communication devices (process operator stations, displays and control panels). Consequently,
these latter classes are summarized by the class process control device. Moreover, the realization of
action lines linking process control devices is represented by information processing devices. Further
information about information processing devices (e.g. related to system and field busses, stored-program
controller systems, process and logging stations) and about human-process communication devices can be
found in the literature (e.g. Polke (1994); Früh (2000)).
All instruments are introduced during the design of plants. A measuring instrument or a controlling
instrument belongs to both, plant and process control system. They are devices with two types of system
interfaces, which are connected to plant items to be part of a plant and to information processing devices to
be part of a process control system (Wilhelm 1996).
A process control system consists mainly of information processing devices and process control devices, with
the latter including particularly human-process communication devices. There are different structures of
process control systems depending on the linkage of the different devices and their respective
implementation (not shown in Fig. 27): decentralized stored controller systems, integrated
decentralized process monitoring and control systems, and intelligent central systems with
“unintelligent” peripherals 6. According to Wilhelm (1996), it is necessary to model the process control
system explicitly in order to support the needs of control and software engineers, who are responsible
for the configuration and maintenance of the system.
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ControlDevice
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1..n
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ProcessingDevice

Controlling
Instrument
Human-Process
CommunicationDevice

Measuring
Instrument

6

Note that these structures are beyond the level of detail of the representation given in the module process_control (Sect. 8.2.2) for
the time being.
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Fig. 27: Process_control_system and its relation to plant
The connectivity considerations in process_control_system may be realized by the principles provided
by the ontology module network_system as illustrated in Fig. 28.
network_system
Device

ProcessControlDevice

0..2
isDirectly
ConnectedTo
0..n

leaves 0..1

0..1 enters

hasOutput n

n hasInput

Information
ProcessingDevice

Connection

Fig. 28: Topological considerations applied in process_control_system 7

Concept Descriptions
Individual concepts of the module process_control_system are defined below.

Class Descriptions
Controlling instrument
Description
Controlling instrument represents all instruments that have a control function in a plant or a process control
system.
Relations
-

Controlling instrument is a subclass of process control device.

Human-process communication device
Description
Human-process communication device represents the hardware devices that implement the humanmachine interface in process control systems.
Relations
-

Human-process communication device is a subclass of process control device.

Information processing device
Description
Information processing device represents the hardware devices for information processing in process
control systems.
Relations
-

Information processing device is a direct subsystem of process control system.

7

Currently, only the connection to the plant item is modeled in more detail. However, the extension to interfaces of information
processing devices might be done analogously without difficulty.
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Measuring instrument
Description
Measuring instrument represents all instruments that have a measurement function in a plant or a process
control system.
Relations
-

Measuring instrument is a subclass of process control device.

Process control device
Description
Process control device subsumes all the devices in process control systems.
Relations
-

Process control device is a direct subsystem of process control system.
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4. Plant equipment (partial model)
The realization of a chemical process system is extensively covered by the preceding modules on a
conceptual level. However, additional insight may be gained from the perspectives of specific
applications. Hence, the partial model plant_equipment covers exemplary specifications of frequently
applied equipment. In particular, the classes fixtures, apparatus and machines introduced previously are
now taken as a basis for a further specification to be presented in the modules fixture, apparatus and
machine.

4.1. Fixture (ontology module)
The fixture module introduces some exemplary specializations of the class fixture defined in the plant
module. Some frequently applied fixtures are listed in Fig. 29.
Note that this list is not intended to be exhaustive but rather constitutes a starting point for further
completion. As an example stirrer and jacket are typically installed in vessels to form specialized
equipment such as continuous stirred tank reactors or heated tanks. For the description of shell and
tube heat exchangers the combination of shells and tubes are required. Furthermore, trays are an
important integral part of tray columns.
plant
Fixture

Shell

Tube

TubeBundle

Stirrer

Jacket

Tray

Fig. 29: Representation of the specializations of fixture
Often, properties of fixtures are supposed to be specified for a more detailed description. These
properties are linked with a fixture by special relations. Some examples include the heated length of a
tube, or the hole diameter and the tray area of a tray (cf. Fig. 30).
hasCharacteristics

QuantitativeValue
hasHoleDiamter
Tray
hasTrayArea

hasHoleDiamter

hasTrayArea

QuantitativeValue

Fig. 30: Exemplary assignment of frequently used properties for fixtures

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module fixture are described below.
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Class Descriptions
Jacket
Description
A jacket is a shell-like fixture which surrounds a vessel to provide a space which usually contains fluids
for heating or cooling.
Relations
-

Jacket is a subclass of fixture.

Shell
Description
A shell is a fixture referring to the shell part of a shell-tube unit in a shell-tube apparatus.
Relations
-

Shell is a subclass of fixture

-

A shell has a characteristic TEMA shell type.

Stirrer
Description
A stirrer is a fixture which is installed in a vessel to improve the mixing of the fluid in the vessel through
its rotation.
Relations
-

Stirrer is a subclass of fixture

Tray
Description
A tray is a fixture which is installed in a tray column to provide a containment for a fluid mixture and
supporting mass transfer between phases.
A further classification of trays is beyond the current scope of OntoCAPE.
Relations
-

Tray is a subclass of fixture

-

A piece of equipment may have the fixture tray.

-

A tray has a characteristic weir height.

-

A tray has a characteristic tray area.

-

A tray has a characteristic hole diameter.

Tube
Description
A tube is a fixture as part of a tube bundle.
Relations
-

Tube is a subclass of fixture
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-

A tube has exactly one heated length.

Tube bundle
Description
A tube bundle is a fixture as part of a shell-tube unit in a shell-tube apparatus.
Relations
-

Tube bundle is a subclass of fixture

-

A tube bundle has number of tubes

Relation Descriptions
hasHeatedLength
Description
The relation hasHeatedLength refers to the length of the heated part of a tube.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Tube

-

Range: Value set

hasHoleDiameter
Description
The relation hasHoleDiameter refers to the diameter of a hole in a sieve tray of a tray column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Tray

-

Range: Value set

hasTrayArea
Description
The relation hasTrayArea refers to the installed area of a tray in column tray.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Tray

-

Range: Value set

hasWeirHeight
Description
The relation hasWeirHeight refers to the weir height of a tray in a tray column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics
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-

Domain: Tray

-

Range: Value set

4.2. Apparatus (ontology module)
Basically, the module apparatus identifies some exemplary specializations of apparatus. In Fig. 31
some sample subclasses of apparatus are given.
This taxonomy has been based on DIN standards given for equipment of chemical plants (Graßmuck
et al. 1994). Most of the presented apparatuses meet their particular function by means of the
installation of an appropriate fixture. Apparatuses in OntoCAPE can be composed of either a simple
apparatus and fixtures or a number of fixtures. As an example a stirred tank is a vessel with an embedded
stirrer whereas a shell tube apparatus consists of a shell and a tube bundle.
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Fig. 31: Representation of the association between apparatus and fixture
The representation of multiple occurring fixtures of the same type in one apparatus is realized by means
of the pattern provided by multiset defined in the meta ontology. A tray column can be considered as an
example for such an apparatus incorporating multiple trays. Fig. 32 illustrates an assignment of the trays
to the corresponding tray column by means of the multiset directives.
multiset

isInvolvedInN-aryRelation
Multiplicity
hasNumberOfPlantItems

TrayColumn

hasNumber
OfTrays

hasFixture

Multiplicity

indicatesMultiplicityOf

Tray

hasNumberOfTrays

multiplicity

xsd:positiveInteger

Fig. 32: Representation of assigning multiplicity in apparatus
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Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module apparatus are described below.

Class Descriptions
Column
Description
A column is an apparatus for enhancing mass transfer between at least two fluid phases. It is basically a
vessel with special fixtures, e.g. trays or packings, which usually has a cylindrical shape with a ratio of
height to diameter larger than one and is typically installed vertically.
Relations
-

Column is a subclass of vessel

-

A column has exactly one height.

-

A column is represented by the properties height and inside diameter

-

A column has exactly one inside diameter

Heated tank
Description
A heated tank is a vessel with a heating or cooling jacket.
Relations
-

Heated tank is a subclass of vessel

-

A heated tank may have one or more jackets.

Packed column
Description
A packed column is a column which is filled with some packing material.
Relations
-

Packed column is a subclass of column.

Shell-tube apparatus
Description
A shell-tube apparatus is an apparatus which is composed of one or more shell-tube units, each of which
has a shell and a tube bundle comprising a number of tubes.
Relations
-

Shell-tube apparatus is a subclass of apparatus.

-

A shell-tube apparatus may have number of shells in parallel.

-

A shell-tube apparatus may have several number of shells in series.

-

A shell-tube apparatus a characteristic TEMA class.
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Stirred tank
Description
A stirred tank is a vessel with a stirrer inside.
Relations
-

Stirred tank is a subclass of vessel

-

Stirred tank may have one or more stirrer.

Tray column
Description
A tray column is a column which has a number of trays installed in its interior along the vertical
dimension of the column.
Relations
-

Tray column is a subclass of column

-

A tray column contains trays.

-

A tray column has the n-ary relation has a number of trays.

-

A tray column has the property tray numbering convention, which can be either bottom-up or topdown.

Vessel
Description
A vessel is an apparatus with a cylindrical shape to hold materials being processed.
Relations
-

Vessel is a subclass of apparatus.

-

A vessel has the characteristics to be cylindrical.

-

A vessel has exactly one inside diameter.

-

A vessel has exactly one height.

Relation Descriptions
hasNumberOfShellsInParallel
Description
The relation hasNumberOfShellsInParallel refers to the actual number of parallel shells in a shell-tube
apparatus.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasNumberOfPlantItem

-

Domain: Shell tube apparatus

-

Range: Multiplicity
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hasNumberOfShellsInSerial
Description
The relation hasNumberOfShellsInSerial refers to the actual number of serial shells in a shell-tube
apparatus.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasNumberOfPlantItem

-

Domain: shell tube apparatus

-

Range: Multiplicity

hasNumberOfTrays
Description
The relation hasNumberOfTrays refers to the quantity of trays installed in a column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasNumberOfPlantItem

-

Domain: Tray

-

Range: Multiplicity

hasNumberOfTubes
Description
The relation hasNumberOfTubes refers to the quantity of tubes installed in equipment.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasNumberOfPlantItem

-

Domain: Tube

-

Range: Multiplicity

hasTrayNumberingConvention
Description
The relation hasTrayNumberingConvention defines in which order the trays are numbered for
identification.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Tray column

-

Range: Tray numbering convention

4.3. Machine (ontology module)
Currently, the module machine comprises only one exemplary class namely pump. However, the
module can be extended readily in the future to introduce other specific types of machines.

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module machine are described below.
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Class Descriptions
Pump
Description
A pump is a machine which is used to typically move liquid materials 8.
Relations
-

Pump is a subclass of machine.

-

Pump has a characteristic pump head.

-

Pump has a characteristic capacity.

Relation Descriptions
hasPumpHead
Description
The relation hasPumpHead refers to the pump head a pump is designed for.
Characteristics

8

-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Pump

-

Range: Value set

A further classification of pumps is beyond the current scope of OntoCAPE.
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5. Process control equipment (partial model)
In the area of process control engineering, some approaches on data models exist (see for example
Polke (1994); Lauber (1996)). More recent activities initiated by consortiums like prolist (2009) or
eClass (2009) have resulted in very detailed data models for the description of technical specifications
of process control equipment as it is required for the procurement of such devices. However, in
contrast to these very detailed models, this module intends to provide a conceptual description such
that an easy integration of detailed models in the context of an entire chemical process system is
attainable. Hence, detailed models such as prelist or eClass can be integrated as specializations into the
model structure introduced in process_control_system 9. In the following, we will briefly show how
such an extension could be achieved using the class hierarchies for measuring instrument and controlling
instrument given by Lauber (1996) and Polke (1994). A specialization with respect to some exemplarily
chosen devices is demonstrated in this partial model in analogy to plant_equipment.

5.1. Measuring instrument (ontology module)
process_control_system
MeasuringInstruments

L-Sensor

P-Sensor

T-Sensor

F-Sensor

Q-Sensor

Fig. 33: Class diagram for some measuring device
Measuring instruments can be distinguished according to the type of process variable they detect. In Fig.
33 the major measuring instruments are given: L-sensors (level); P-sensors (pressure); F-sensors (flow
rate), T-sensors (temperature), Q-sensors (some quality, like concentration, or conductivity). Note that
this hierarchy is not intended to be complete.
process_control_system
MeasuringInstruments

L-Sensor

Pt100

P-Sensor

BimetalT-Sensor

T-Sensor

F-Sensor

Q-Sensor

SegerCone

Thermocouple

Pyrometer

Fig. 34: Class diagram for a further specialization of T-Sensor
For the different types of measuring devices further classifications can be given. This is shown in Fig.
34 for different T-sensors: Pt100, expansion T-sensor, bimetal T-sensor, Seger cone, quartz crystal T-sensor,
thermocouple and pyrometer are different types of measuring devices for measuring temperatures.
9

Concepts about the integration of product data models have been reported by e.g. Bayer et al. (2000).
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Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module measuring_instrument are described below.

Class Descriptions
Bimetal T-sensor
Description
Bimetal T-sensor is a specific type of temperature sensor. It relies on the fact that different metals
expand at different rates as they heat up.
Relations
-

Bimetal T-sensor is a subclass of T-sensor.

Expansion T-sensor
Description
Expansion T-sensor is a specific type of temperature measuring sensor.
Relations
-

Expansion T-sensor is a subclass of T-sensor.

F-sensor
Description
F-sensor is a sensor for measuring flow rates.
Relations
-

F-sensor is a subclass of measuring device.

L-sensor
Description
L-sensor is a sensor for measuring levels.
Relations
-

L-sensor is a subclass of measuring device.

P-sensor
Description
P-sensor is a sensor for measuring pressure.
Relations
-

P-sensor is a subclass of measuring device.

Pt100
Description
Pt100 is a specific type of temperature sensor that exploits the predictable change in electrical
resistance of some materials with changing temperature.
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Relations
-

Pt100 is a subclass of T-sensor.

Pyrometer
Description
Pyrometer is any non-contacting device that intercepts and measures thermal radiation to infer
temperature from.
Relations
-

Pyrometer is a subclass of T-sensor.

Q-sensor
Description
Q-sensor is a sensor for measuring a quality property (e.g. concentration, conductivity).
Relations
-

Q-sensor is a subclass of measuring device.

Quartz crystal T-sensor
Description
Quartz crystal T-sensor is a specific type of temperature measuring sensor.
Relations
-

Quartz crystal T-sensor is a subclass of T-sensor.

Seger cone
Description
Seger cones refer to a specific type of temperature sensor. They constitute of a series of material cones
with differing compositions, such that they melt at different temperatures.
Relations
-

Seger cone is a subclass of T-sensor.

T-sensor
Description
T-sensor is a sensor for measuring temperature.
Relations
-

T-sensor is a subclass of measuring instrument.

Thermocouple
Description
Thermocouple is a specific type of temperature sensor which converts thermal potential difference into
electric potential difference.
Relations
-

Thermocouple is a subclass of T-sensor.
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5.2. Controlling instrument (ontology module)
Controlling instruments are first classified according to their mode of operation: The classification
distinguishes whether a controlling instrument works mechanically or electrically. Hence, the classes
mechanical controlling instrument and electrical controlling instrument are introduced (cf. Fig. 35).
Mechanical controlling instruments can be classified further into control valves, screw conveyors, ball cocks,
and shutoff valves, which can be used to control material streams. Relays, transistors, and different types
of thyristors can be used to control electrical current. Similar to the measuring instruments, controlling
instruments can also be characterized by application and design features.
process_control_system
ControllingInstruments

MechanicalControllingInstrument

BallCock

ControlValve

ShutoffValve

ElectricalControllingInstrument

Relay

Transistor

Thyristor

GTO-Thyristor

Fig. 35: Class diagram for some controlling instrument

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module controlling_instruments are described below.

Class Descriptions
Ball cock
Description
A ball cock is a mechanism for filling water tanks while avoiding overflow.
Relations
-

Ball cock is a subclass of device for controlling material streams.

Control valve
Description
A control valve is used to control operating conditions such as temperature, pressure, flow, and liquid
level by fully or partially opening or closing the cross section of a pipe in response to signals received
from controllers.
Relations
-

Control valve is a subclass of controlling instrument for material stream.

Electrical controlling instrument
Description
Electrical controlling instrument represents the controlling units for electrical current required in a process.
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Relations
-

Electrical controlling instrument is a subclass of controlling device.

GTO-thyristor
Description
A GTO-thyristor is a special type of thyristor, which is fully controllable and can be turned on and off by
their third lead, the GATE lead.
Relations
GTO-thyristor is a subclass of controlling instrument for energy stream.
Mechanical controlling instrument
Description
Mechanical controlling instrument represents the controlling units for material streams required in a
process.
Relations
-

Mechanical controlling instrument is a subclass of controlling device.

Relay
Description
A relay is an electrical switch that opens and closes under the control of an electrical signal.
Relations
-

Relay is a subclass of device for controlling energy streams.

Screw conveyor
Description
A screw conveyor can be used to control a material stream.
Relations
-

Screw conveyor is a subclass of mechanical control instrument.

Shut off valve
Description
A shut-off valve is a device that can be used to block a pipe to disable any flow of material. It is often
used as part of safety devices.
Relations
-

Shut off valve is a subclass of controlling instrument for material stream.

Thyristor
Description
A thyristor is a solid-state semiconductor device with four layers of alternating N- and P-type material.
Relations
-

Thyristor is a subclass of controlling instrument for material stream.
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Transistor
Description
A transistor is a semiconductor device commonly used to amplify or switch electronic signals.
Relations
-

Transistor is a subclass of controlling instrument for material stream.
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6. CPS behavior (partial model)
The preceding sections have focused on the function and the realization aspects of the chemical process
system. The third major aspect to be considered is the behavior of a chemical process system. This aspect
is represented in the partial model CPS_behavior. Currently, this partial model comprises only the
module behavior.
In general, the behavior of any system may be described by means of mathematical models. This,
however, is not the task of this partial model, but of the partial model mathematical_model. Instead,
the description of behavior, as given here, is based on a phenomenological perspective. That is, this
module mainly defines the chemical engineering concepts for directly representing physicochemical
phenomena, which enable a qualitative description of the system behavior. In addition, system behavior
can be quantitatively described by the explicit indication of property-value pairs (i.e., by means of a
data-based description). To this end, appropriate properties will be introduced. By linking these
properties to the corresponding physicochemical phenomena, a relation between the qualitative and the
quantitative description can be established.
The description of material behavior, as it is considered in OntoCAPE, includes all material
characteristics that depend on the shape, size, or amount of a particular occurrence of a material.
Consequently, extensive properties 10 as well as the distribution of intensive properties in space and the
distribution of any physical quantity in time are associated with material behavior. Such properties
essentially describe the behavior of material demonstrated in a concrete spatio-temporal setting, such
as being processed in a manufacturing process or acting as a construction material. Those data are
usually considered as properties of the respective application or usage of the material (e.g., as
properties of a chemical process), but not as properties of the material itself.
It should be noted that, for the time being, the partial model CPS_behavior is confined to describing
the physical behavior of processed matter. While this addresses the most important aspect of chemical
system behavior, it neglects certain other aspects, such as the behavior of the control system.

6.1. Behaviour (ontology module)
The ontology module behavior is based on the data model VEDA (Marquardt 1992b; 1995) and
classical textbooks about reaction kinetics and transport phenomena (e.g. Bird et al. 2001; Wesselingh
and Krishna 2000; Smith 1981; Froment and Bischoff 1990).
This section is structured as follows: First, the high-level concepts are defined, and their mereological
(de)composition is discussed. Next, the topological considerations are depicted. Subsequently, the
phenomenon-related concepts are introduced.
The module behavior holds two major classes: material amount and material amount connection (cf. Fig.
36).
A material amount is an aspect system that represents the occurrence of matter in a concrete
spatiotemporal setting – a typical example of a material amount would be the liquid holdup in a vessel.
The properties of a material amount include all material characteristics that depend on the shape, size, or
amount of a particular occurrence of a material, such as weight, volume, enthalpy, and so on.
Consequently, extensive properties as well as the distribution of intensive properties in space and time are
attributable to material amount. Material amount thus differs from a phase system, which does not cover
any geometry-dependent and amount-dependent propertyConsequently, material amount refers to a
chunk of material in a process context in contrast to a phase system which takes a perspective
independent of a particular process context.

10

An extensive property is a property that depends on the system size or the amount of material in the system.
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Fig. 36: Specializations of generalized amount
On the other hand, the fundamental characteristics of a material – e.g., its composition, molecular
structure, or thermodynamic state – are not considered to be properties of a material amount. For their
specification, a generalized amount refers to the corresponding material.
A material amount connection represents a connection between two material amounts to refer to the
transfer of matter and/or energy. Typical examples of material amount connection include a pipe that
transports a fluid between two vessels or a wall between a hot and a cold reservoir that enables the
transfer of heat energy by heat conduction.
For practical purposes, the class generalized amount is introduced as a superclass of material amount and
material amount connection. It simply represents a generalization of material amount and material amount
connection.
For the decomposition of material amount (connections), all patterns defined for the decomposition of
systems are applicable. Thus, a material amount can be composed of other (connected) material amounts.
Also, a material amount connection can be composed of other material amount connections mediated by
material amount(s).
By convention, a material amount connection at the lowest level of decomposition (i.e., a material amount
connection that qualifies as an elementary system) is supposed to have a negligible volume and hence
may not display a hold-up for extensive quantities (Marquardt 1992b; 1995). This is best illustrated by
the example of a pipe connecting two process units: If the amount of material enclosed in the pipe is
not considered to be relevant in the respective modeling context, the pipe is treated as an elementary
material amount connection. If, on the other hand, the volume of material is significant for the problem at
hand (e.g., because the flow delay or the spatial variation of the fluid properties along the pipe needs to
be taken into account), the pipe must be treated as a composite material amount connection, as shown in
Fig. 37. It is composed of a material amount representing the matter in the tube, and two adjacent
material amount connections.

[MaterialAmountConnection]
Pipe content

[M.A.Connection]
Tube joint A

[MaterialAmount]
Tube content

[M.A.Connection]
Tube joint B

Fig. 37: Decomposition example for material amount connection
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The material amount may also be described, specialized, and categorized according to its dispersion
state (cf. Fig. 38). Note that the concept of phase system does not suggest anything about the dispersion
state of material. In other words, it does not affect the properties of a phase system whether the material
considered occupies an extended continuous region or whether it is dispersed. Instead, the concept of
dispersion state is associated with material amount.
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Fig. 38: Specialization categorization for material amount
To that end, in addition to a homogeneous material amount, two types of heterogeneous material amounts
are distinguished: the quasi-homogeneous material amount and the particulate material amount.
The term ‘quasi-homogeneous’ refers to a heterogeneous material amount with the dispersed material
amount assumed to be conceptually “dissolved” in the continuous material amount. Transfer resistances
are neglected, and the dispersed material amount is treated exactly like any other chemical substance of
the continuous material amount. The physical quantities are suitably chosen averages of those of the
continuous and the dispersed material amounts. As a prototype one may think of a simple abstraction of
the contents of a three-phase slurry reactor, where the gaseous reactant and the solid catalyst are
treated as “dissolved” in the continuous liquid phase.
Furthermore, two relations are introduced, as stated subsequently:
–

–

A continuous material amount surrounds one or more dispersed material amounts. For example,
consider the case of a slurry bubble-column reactor (e.g., Smith 1981): Gas bubbles (dispersed
material amount gas) pass through a liquid (the continuous material amount), in which a number of
catalyst particles (dispersed material amount solid) are suspended.
A dispersed material amount isDispersedIn one ore more continuous material amounts. Take the
example of a trickle-bed reactor (cf. Smith 1981), in which a catalyst particle (the dispersed
material amount) might be covered partially by liquid (continuous material amount number one) and
partially by gas (continuous material amount number two).

Note that, though not shown in Fig. 38 for the sake of simplicity, dispersed material amount, continuous
material amount and particle population are also subclasses of material amount.
In contrast to quasi-homogeneous material amount, a particulate material amount refers to a heterogeneous
system, where the dispersed material is described by a particle population. Such bulk material consists of
a (possibly uncounted) number of single particles, which – in their entirety – can be characterized by
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means of property distributions and population balances (Ramkrishna 1985). The term ‘particle’ does
not exclusively refer to solid particles, but includes vapor bubbles and liquid droplets, as well. In fact,
a heterogeneous material amounts may consist of any combination of solid particles, liquid droplets,
and/or vapor bubbles.
As an example for a particulate material amount, one can consider some crystalline particles that
precipitate from a solution. Then the solution can be represented as a continuous material amount, and
the crystalline particles can be described as a particle population characterized by a particle size
distribution.
In most cases, it would probably not be of interest to describe all the individual single particles in a
particle population. Instead, the particles are represented by means of a representative single particle with
a few carefully selected properties that is part of a particle population. The relation
hasRepresentativeParticle is introduced to formalize this concept. Usually geometric properties (e.g.,
characteristic size or volume) or other extensive properties (e.g., mass) or intensive thermodynamic
properties (e.g., temperature or concentration) are selected.
For the specification of a particulate material amount, it is also of interest how a certain characteristic
varies across the individual single particles. To this end, the class fractional amount is introduced. A
fractional amount quantifies the amount of particles that show a certain characteristic. By means of the
fractional amount, it can be said that a certain single particle represents a fraction of e.g. 50 % of all
particles of the particle population. As an example, a distribution of single particles according to their
volume is given.
Fig. 39 illustrates, the assignment of a fractional amount to a single particle. Note that the particle
population amount is considered to be a specialization of a multiset, and the fractional amount is derived
from multiplicity.
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Fig. 39: Representation of a particle distribution of particle population
There are three distinctive subclasses of material amount connection, namely valve connection, film
connection, and heat radiation connection (cf. Fig. 40) 11. With respect to mass transfer, convection and
diffusion are the two major mechanisms to be considered. For heat transfer, in addition to heat
convection and conduction corresponding to the stated mass transport mechanisms, heat radiation has
to be taken into account, as well. Hence, the class heat radiation connection is introduced.

11

The taxonomy shown is based on the work of Marquardt (1996) which itself relies on the conceptualization of Haase (1990).
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Fig. 40: Mereological considerations for material amount connection
The transport through film connections is dominated by conduction and diffusion processes, whereas
valve connections represent the transport dominated by convection. A film represents a boundary layer
occurring either in a solid or in a fluid phase; accordingly, the classes fluid film and solid film are
introduced. Frequently, two or even three films are adjacent to each other at fluid-fluid or fluid-solidfluid interfaces; this is accounted for by the classes two-film connection and three-film connection. Film
connections include heat and mass transfer, such as the simultaneous heat and multi-component mass
transfer at a liquid-vapor interface (e.g. Krishna and Taylor 1993).
The three types of valve connections displayed in Fig. 40 distinguish three different types of convective
mass transport. For ease of modeling, three different states of permeability are assumed, namely
permeable, impermeable and semi-permeable. In terms of connectivity, the states of impermeable and
permeable represent the cases where either no material transport occurs at all or the entire material is
transported. As an example, a pipeline which conveys all species in a mixture may be described by a
permeable valve, whereas an impermeable valve typifies a solid wall that blocks any mass transfer. In
case of a semi-permeable valve, e.g. a selective porous membrane, only some species in the mixture may
pass. These selected permeable components may be identified and further specified by referring to a
substance via the relation hasPermeableChemicalComponent. Valve connections and film connections are
always permeable for heat.
In order to further clarify the above concepts, let us consider the wall of a tube in a shell and tube heat
exchanger. If the heat capacity of the wall is negligible, the connection between the shell and tube side
can be modeled as a three-film connection, which accounts for the heat transfer across the tube wall and
the fluid boundary layers on both sides. On the other hand, if the heat capacity of the wall is
significant in a certain modeling context, the connection between shell and tube side must be
represented by a composite material amount connection The tube wall is then viewed as a homogeneous
material amount, whereas the boundary layers on either side of the wall are treated as material amount
connections of type fluid film.
In the following an overview on the concepts used for interconnecting material amounts and material
amount connections is given (cf. Fig. 41). Again the principles defined in network system are applicable.
Thus, the material amount corresponds to a device, whereas material amount connection represents the
function of connection. To represent a process more precisely, a directed connection may be introduced
to explicitly indicate the direction of any exchange between two material amounts. Furthermore, ports
and connection points may be introduced in order to better characterize the location (and possibly
geometry) of the points for connection.
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Fig. 41: Modeling of connectivity
Typically, the geometry of the material amount is abstracted by means of a simple geometrical shape,
which can be represented through the concept of solid. Additionally, the concept of a surface may be
used to denote the area of a port which may be associated with a specific material amount connection. In
OntoCAPE, currently only simple geometries are defined; extensions covering complex geometric
shapes would be required to model the geometric details of a material amount in an equipment of
irregular geometry.
Moreover, a detailed account of a port of a material amount can be important in the case of a distributed
parameter system. For example, the spatial distribution of nutrients in a non-ideally mixed, fed-batch
fermenter can be sensitive to the concrete location of the feed point within the vessel. Furthermore, if
the opening of the feeding pipe to the fermenter cannot be treated as a singular point, a detailed
characterization of the feed zone, including the shape and the size of the opening, has to be taken into
account. This essentially requires a characterization of the positioning of the relevant geometric
objects (these are, in this example, the geometries of the material amount in the fermenter and the port
corresponding to the feed pipe opening) within a particular spatial coordinate system. In principle, this
could be achieved by specifying the orientation (via an appropriate vector quantity) and the location
(via the coordinates of a characteristic point, e.g. the center of a sphere) of each geometric object
involved, all against the same spatial coordinate system.
As mentioned above, the behavior module describes a phenomenon-based perspective of behavior; the
occurrence of the phenomena, in turn, influences the properties of a certain material amount or material
amount connection. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 42.
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Fig. 42: Overview on the assignment of phenomenon and properties in behavior
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The change of material properties due to the time-variant influence of a particular phenomenon is of
special interest within the scope of behavior. This module is derived based on the ontological concept
of system behavior previously defined in technical system. A material amount may undergo a certain
material amount phenomenon and may be characterized by a physical quantity, which in turn may be
influenced by material amount phenomena. The same pattern is applicable to material amount connection,
resulting in a hasPhenomenon relation to material amount connection phenomenon. Clearly, from an
engineering point of view, one is primarily interested in the changes of the physical quantities which
describe a certain process instead of the underlying phenomenon. Hence, one may navigate from a
particular material amount (connection) phenomenon to the corresponding physical quantities via the
relation isInfluencedBy.
A further specialization of the material amount (connection) phenomena is of interest since the concrete
effect on the material amount may vary significantly depending on the nature of the particular
phenomenon at hand 12. Basically, all phenomena considered in behavior may be subsumed as
physicochemical phenomena. Moreover, as already introduced earlier, a further classification into
material amount phenomena and material amount connection phenomena is established. A graphical
representation is given in Fig. 43.
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Fig. 43: Representation of the specialization of phenomena employed in behavior
First, we consider the classification of the phenomena that can occur within a material amount (cf. Fig.
44-Fig. 45).
On the highest level, as represented in Fig. 44, there are (i) phenomena associated with chemical
reactions (chemical reaction phenomenon), (ii) accumulation of extensive properties (accumulation) as well
as (iii) flow patterns, which essentially give indications about convective transport phenomena.
Furthermore, there are (iv) particle phenomena, (v) molecular transport phenomena, and (vi) physical
equilibrium phenomena (cf. Fig. 45).
With regard to (vi), it should be noted that, although the behavior module does not intend to describe
the intensive, equilibrium properties of material, this does not exclude the possibility to consider that a
material amount reaches equilibrium state at some point in time – it is simply one of the possible states
in the behavior of that material amount.
Additionally, the major individuals for a further refinement of the material amount phenomenon are
introduced in Fig. 44 and Fig. 45 as well. Note that the proposed individuals are not considered to be
exhaustive such that an adequate adaptation and expansion is recommended.

12

Within the scope of OntoCAPE 2.0 the description and classification provided for phenomena is kept at a very generic level; the
essential directives are presented to allow for a further elaboration as required.
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Fig. 44: Overview on material amount properties
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Fig. 45: Representation of some material amount phenomena
It is possible that more than one of the aforementioned phenomena occur in a certain material amount –
either simultaneously or sequentially. However, some of the aforementioned phenomena are mutually
exclusive; thus, to guarantee feasibility, these phenomena must not be modeled concurrently. To this
end, four axiomatic classes are introduced to ensure a consistent use of these features. These classes
are ideally mixed material amount, material amount with molecular transport phenomenon, material amount in
phase equilibrium, and material amount with spatially distributed intensive property.
–
–
–

An ideally mixed material amount is defined as a material amount in which the phenomenon of
ideally_mixed prevails.
A material amount with molecular transport phenomenon is defined as a material amount in which
some kind of molecular transport phenomenon occurs.
A material amount in phase equilibrium is defined as a material amount that is governed by the
phenomenon of phase_equilibrium.
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–

A material amount with spatially distributed intensive property has some intensive properties that are
distributed on a certain spatial domain.

As an ideally mixed material amount has spatially uniform properties, it cannot have any properties that
indicate a distribution over a spatial domain; nor must it be associated with molecular transport
phenomena, which require such a spatial distribution. Therefore, the class ideally mixed material amount is
declared to be disjoint from the classes material amount with spatially distributed intensive property and
material amount with molecular transport phenomenon.
Similarly, a material amount in phase equilibrium must neither have properties nor phenomena indicating a
spatial distribution or some kind of molecular transport. Therefore, the class material amount in phase
equilibrium is declared to be disjoint from the classes material amount with spatially distributed intensive
property and material amount with molecular transport phenomenon.
The definition of material amount connection phenomena has been influenced by the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes (e.g., Haase 1990). According to this theory, the flux of any extensive quantity
(like mass, heat, etc.) is caused by one or more generalized forces, which are determined by the
differences of some physical quantity in the adjacent material amount (such as pressure or temperature).
In addition, surface reactions, surface diffusion, and other surface phenomena may occur in the material
amount connection.
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Fig. 46: Representation of material amount connection phenomena
Fig. 46 shows the classification of material amount connection phenomena as provided by OntoCAPE.
Surface phenomenon is distinguished from interface molecular transport phenomenon. For the former, two
specializations are introduced, namely adsorption phenomenon and surface reaction phenomenon. Again,
some exemplary individuals are introduced to represent common phenomena.
Following the presentation of the material amount (connection) phenomena, the high-level classes of the
resulting properties are introduced. The main focus here is on the description of geometry- and amountspecific properties of materials.
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There are six major groups of physical quantities 13 to be distinguished for a behavioral description
within this context (Marquardt 1996; Bogusch 2001). This comprises (i) generalized fluxes; (ii) extensive
properties; (iii) geometry-dependent intensive properties 14; (iv) phenomenological coefficients; (v) the
spatial gradients of some intensive thermodynamic state variables, which are subsumed by the class state
variable gradients; and finally (vi) spatial velocity gradients.
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Fig. 47: Overview on material amount related physical quantities
Generalized fluxes (cf. Fig. 47) include (i) the transport within a phase (intra-phase transport), (ii) the
transport across a phase boundary (exchange), (iii) the sources and sinks caused by chemical reaction
or some external potential field (source), and finally (iv) the time-dependent holdup of material amount
in a system (holdup variation). Consequently, any properties that describe the rates of chemical reaction
or transport phenomena or the spatial/temporal accumulation of physical quantities are specializations
of generalized fluxes. Some examples are shown in Fig. 48 such as convective transport rate or conductive
transport rate for (i), convective exchange or radiation exchange for (ii), and reaction rate for (iii).
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Fig. 48: Generalized fluxes
Phenomenological coefficients are distinguished into (i) inter-phase transport coefficient, (ii) dynamic viscosity
of non-Newtonian fluids, and (iii) reaction rate coefficients (cf. Fig. 49). The second class is included in this
13 Note that a more fine-grained perspective of the properties might be necessary for particular applications and that further
specialization is recommended in such cases.
14 Examples of geometry-dependent intensive properties would be the rates of adsorption and reaction that occur on a solid surface
with specific porosity, or the growth rate of a face of a crystal that possesses a specific shape.
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partial model rather than the material partial model, because it addresses the non-equilibrium nature
of non-Newtonian fluids. Some typical refinements of the above classes are introduced, such as mass
transfer coefficient, heat transfer resistance for (i). Note that, not shown in Fig. 48 or Fig. 49, rate of
reaction and reaction rate coefficient refer to single reaction (defined in the reaction_mechanism module)
to denote which chemical reaction these two properties describe in a particular circumstance.
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Fig. 49: Phenomenological coefficients
Finally, the class convective transport rate may be further refined (cf. Fig. 58). To that end, the classes (i)
convective mass flowrate, (ii) convective energy flowrate, (iii) convective momentum flowrate, (iv) convective
mass flux, (v) convective energy flux, and (vi) convective momentum flux are introduced.
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Fig. 50: Convective transport
In the following, two application examples are discussed: The first example illustrates the construction
of a complex behavior model from material amounts and material amount connections of different types.
The second focuses on the interrelations between the modules behavior and phase_system. To keep
the examples easy to understand, it was decided to separate the two topics, although the modeling can
certainly be combined if required.
The first example assumes a chemical reactor holding a liquid product, with a deactivated catalyst
distributed in the liquid product. For catalyst reactivation, a separation of the catalyst from the liquid
by means of filtration is assumed. For the sake of simplicity, this filtration is assumed to take place in
the same reactor which holds the reaction product, such that reaction product denotes the entire
material amount considered in the chemical reactor. The resulting pure catalyst stream is fed through a
pipe to the reactivation process step. The catalyst reactivation is then achieved in a fluidized bed
reactor. The fluidized bed itself consists of the dispersed catalyst in a gaseous medium). Fig. 51 gives
an overview on the assumed process.
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Catalyst
Reaction product

Fluidized bed

Liquid product

Catalyst

Catalyst

Gas phase

Fig. 51: Example 1: Catalyst reactivation after a reaction
The representation corresponding to the principles defined in behavior yields the diagram shown in
Fig. 52. First of all, the reaction product is represented as an instance of particulate material amount, the
fluidized bed as an instance of quasi-homogeneous material amount, and the catalyst stream (representing
the flow through the pipe) is depicted as an instance of valve connection. The connectivity on this level
of abstraction is realized by means of a subclass of directed connections indicating the proper sequence
of process steps.
[ParticulateM.A]
ReactionProduct

[ContinuousM.A.]
LiquidProduct

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

Æ hasOutput
Å leaves

[ValveConnection]
CatalystStream

[ParticlePopulation]
Deac.Catalyst

[FilmConnection]
LiquidDiffusion

ÅhasInput
Æ enters

[QuasiHomogeneousM.A.]
FluidizedBed

[DispersedM.A.]
Reac.Catalyst
isDirectly
ConnectedTo

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

[ContinuousM.A.]
GaseousReact.

[FilmConnection]
GaseousDiffusion

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

Fig. 52: Example 1: Representation in OntoCAPE
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LiquidDiffusion
isDirectly
ConnectedTo
[ContinuousM.A.]
LiquidProduct
refersToMaterial

[Material]
LiquidProduct

[FilmConnection]
GaseousDiffusion

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

[ParticlePopulation]
Deac.Catalyst_1

[DispersedM.A.]
Reac.Catalyst

refersToMaterial

refersToMaterial

[Material]
Catalyst
intrinsicCharacteristics

[Material]
Catalyst

isDirectly
ConnectedTo
[ContinuousM.A.]
GaseousReact.

refersToMaterial

[Material]
GaseousReact.

intrinsicCharacteristics

[ChemicalSpecies]
Silveroxide

Fig. 53: Example 1: The catalyst is further characterized as a chemical species of type silver oxide
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Fig. 53 displays an extension of the application example: It demonstrates how to further characterize a
material amount by concepts from the material partial model. In this particular case, we demonstrate
how the catalyst is identified as a chemical species of type silver oxide via the relation refersToMaterial.
The second example considers the behavior in a jacket-cooled CSTR (cf. Fig. 54). Two instances of
material amount are introduced, namely the reactor content representing the material inside the reactor
vessel, and the jacket content representing the material inside the jacket. The reactor content again
consists of two homogeneous material amounts - the liquid content and the vapor content.
[MaterialAmount]
CSTR-Content

[MaterialAmount]
ReactorContent

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

[FilmConnection]
HeatConnection

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

[MaterialAmount]
JacketContent

hasPhenomenon
[FilmConnection]
Liq.-Gas.Connection
isDirectly
ConnectedTo
[HomogeneousM.A.]
LiquidContent

interface_heat_
conduction

[HomogeneousM.A.]
VaporContent

hasPhenomenon
has
Phenomenon
phase_
equilibrium

InterfaceHeat
TransportPhenomenon

PhysicalEquilibrium
Phenomenon

Fig. 54: Example 2: Material behavior in a jacket-cooled CSTR
The connections between (i) the liquid content and the vapor content and (ii) the reactor content and
the jacket content are realized by means of film connections of type three film connection. The heat
transfer between jacket and vessel may be described by the phenomenon of interface_heat_conduction,
i.e. heat is led from the vessel to the jacket.
In the following we focus on the representation of the reactor content description. However, material
amount phenomena and properties in the jacket may be described analogously in the way the reactor
content is modeled.
The liquid content and the vapor content are assumed to be in phase equilibrium; this is modeled by
linking the two individuals to the material amount phenomenon of phase_equilibrium. Moreover, it is
assumed that a non-equilibrium_chemical_reaction phenomenon occurs in the liquid content; namely
the chemical reaction A + B Æ C. Thus, both the liquid content and the vapor content involve a
mixture of chemical components A, B, and C (cf. Fig. 57). Note that a detailed representation of the
chemical reaction is not shown in Fig. 57. However for an application example of chemical reaction
modeling.
The state of aggregation of the liquid content and the vapor content can be specified by using concepts
from the partial model material (cf. Fig. 55): First, a relation to the abstract material is established;
second, the materials are characterized as two single phases of the liquid and the gaseous state of
aggregation.
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[HomogeneousM.A.]
LiquidContent

[FilmConnection]
Liq.-Gas.Connection

[HomogeneousM.A.]
VaporContent

refersToMaterial

refersToMaterial

refersToMaterial

[Material]
LiquidMixture_A,B,C

[Material]
VaporizedMixture_A,B,C

[Material]
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thermodynamicBehavior
[SinglePhase]
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Liq.-Vap.Interface

thermodynamicBehavior
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hasStateOfAggregation

[SinglePhase]
VaporPhase

hasStateOfAggregation

liquid

gaseous
StateOfAggregation

Fig. 55: Example 2: Interrelations between concepts from behavior and phase_system
The connections to the (not yet specified) environment of the reactor content (two input valve
connections and one output valve connection) and the jacket content (one input and output valve
connection, not displayed in Fig. 56) are realized by means of the environment connection, which also
may be characterized by means of phenomena. In particular, each valve connection is associated with the
phenomenon of interface mass convection (cf. Fig. 56).
[ValveConnection]
Stream_A

isDirectly
ConnectedTo

[ValveConnection]
Stream_B

[MaterialAmount]
ReactorContent

has
Phenomenon

[ValveConnection]
Stream_A,B.C
has
Phenomenon

interface_mass_convection
InterfaceMass
TransportPhenomenon

Fig. 56: Example 2: Environment connection for reactor content
Finally, the assignment of physical quantities influenced by particular phenomena occurring in the
reactor content is illustrated in Fig. 57. In particular, the mass hold-up of the liquid compound is
exemplarily described. For the liquid reactor content, mass accumulation and energy accumulation
phenomena are considered. This implies the time-varying values of some of its properties.
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[MaterialAmount]
ReactorContent
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Fig. 57: Example 2: Phenomena occurring in reactor content

Concept Descriptions
Individual concepts of the module behavior are defined below.

Class Descriptions
Accumulation
Description
Accumulation is a material amount phenomenon which denotes the accumulation of a certain extensive
quantity of the material amount considered.
Relations
-

Accumulation is a subclass of material amount phenomenon.

Adsorption phenomenon
Description
An adsorption phenomenon is an increase in the concentration of a dissolved substance at the interface
of a solid and a liquid phase due to the operation of surface forces. Adsorption can also occur at the
interface of a solid and a gaseous phase (McNaught and Wilkinson 1997).
Relations
-

Adsorption phenomenon is a subclass of surface phenomenon.

-

An adsorption phenomenon refers to one or more chemical component as the component being
adsorbed.

Chemical reaction phenomenon
Description
A chemical reaction phenomenon is a material amount phenomenon in which some components are
converted into some other components by molecular transformation.
Relations
-

Chemical reaction phenomenon is a subclass of material amount phenomenon.
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Conductive transport rate
Description
A conductive transport rate is the transfer of heat by direct contact of particles of matter within a phase
per unit time.
Relations
-

Conductive transport rate is a subclass of intra-phase transport.

Continuous material amount
Description
A continuous material amount in a heterogeneous material amount is the material amount in which the
disperse phase is distributed, corresponding to the solvent in a true solution.
Relations
-

Continuous material amount is a subclass of bulk material amount.

-

Continuous material amount is not a dispersed material amount.

-

Continuous material amount may surround some dispersed material amount

Constraints
-

Continuous material amount is disjoint with dispersed material amount.

Convective energy flow rate
Description
A convective energy flow rate is the energy of a material which passes through a given surface per unit
time.
Relations
-

Convective energy flow rate is a subclass of convective transport rate.

Convective energy flux
Description
A convective energy flux is defined as the amount of energy that passes through an interface per unit area
and unit time.
Relations
-

Convective energy flux is a subclass of convective transport rate.

Convective exchange
Description
A convective exchange in the most general terms refers to the movement of molecules across the
boundary of fluid phases which is the sum of advective and diffusive transport.
Relations
-

Convective exchange is a subclass of exchange.

Convective mass flow rate
Description
A convective mass flow rate is the mass of a material which passes through a given surface per unit time.
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Relations
-

Convective mass flow rate is a subclass of convective transport rate.

Convective mass flux
Description
A convective mass flux is defined as the amount of mass that passes through an interface per unit area
and unit time.
Relations
-

Convective mass flux is a subclass of convective transport rate.

Convective momentum flow rate
Description
A convective momentum flow rate is the momentum which passes through a given surface per unit time.
Relations
-

Convective momentum flow rate is a subclass of convective transport rate.

Convective momentum flux
Description
A convective momentum flux is defined as the momentum that passes through an interface per unit area
and unit time.
Relations
-

Convective momentum flux is a subclass of convective transport rate.

Convective transport rate
Description
A convective transport rate in the most general terms refers to the movement of molecules within fluid
phases which is the sum of advective and diffusive transport.
Relations
-

Convective energy flow rate is a subclass of intra-phase transport.

Dispersed material amount
Description
A dispersed material amount is the discontinuous portion of a heterogeneous system, corresponding to
the solute in a true solution. The dispersed material amount is assumed to be "dissolved" in the continuous
material amount.
Relations
-

Dispersed material amount is a subclass of distributed material amount.

-

A dispersed material amount is dispersed in one or more continuous material amounts.
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Dynamic viscosity of non-Newtonian fluid
Description
Dynamic viscosity of non-Newtonian fluid is a property of non-Newtonian fluids which relates shear stress
to shear rate. For a non-Newtonian fluid, this property is not a constant and can be dependent on shear
rate or even time.
Relations
-

Dynamic viscosity of non-Newtonian fluid is a subclass of phenomenological coefficients.

Exchange
Description
An exchange represents the transport of matter or energy across a phase boundary.
Relations
-

Exchange is a subclass of generalized flux.

Extensive property
Description
An extensive property of a system depends on system size or on the amount of material in the system.
Relations
-

Extensive material amount property is a subclass of material amount property.

Film connection
Description
A film connection is a material amount connection dominated by an interface molecular transport phenomenon.
It is used to describe molecular transport across the phase interface between two contiguous material
amounts or molecular transport through some media with negligible capacity which separates two
material amounts (e.g. a membrane between two fluids).
Relations
-

Film connection is a subclass of material amount connection

-

A film connection has some interface molecular transport phenomena.

-

A film connection has some phase interface transport property.

-

A film connection may have one permeability specification.

Constraints
-

Film connection is disjoint with valve connection.

-

Film connection is disjoint with heat radiation connection.

Flow pattern
Description
A flow pattern is a material amount phenomenon which refers to the flow condition of a material amount.
Relations
-

Flow pattern is a subclass of material amount phenomenon.
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Fluid film
Description
A fluid film represents a boundary layer occurring in a fluid phase which allows for conductive or
diffusive transport.
Relations
-

Fluid film is a subclass of single film connection.

Fractional amount
Description
A fractional amount represents the percentage of single particles possessing some common characteristics.
Relations
-

Fractional amount is a subclass of multiplicity.

Generalized amount
Description
A generalized amount represents a generalization of material amount and material amount connection, as it
could be required for the definition of quantity-related properties at a stage of the functional
description.
Relations
-

Generalized amount is a subclass of system.

Generalized fluxes
Description
Generalized fluxes include the variation of holdup caused by the transport in a phase or across a phase
boundary as well as sources of an extensive property caused by chemical reaction or some external
potential field.
Relations
-

Generalized fluxes is a subclass of physical quantity.

Heat radiation connection
Description
A heat radiation connection is a material amount connection whose dominating phenomenon is heat
radiation.
Relations
-

Heat radiation connection is a subclass of material amount connection.

-

A heat radiation connection has some heat radiation phenomenon.

-

A heat radiation connection has some heat radiation flux property or some heat radiation rate
property.

Constraints
-

Heat radiation connection is disjoint with film connection

-

Heat radiation connection is disjoint with valve connection
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Heat transfer resistance
Description
A heat transfer resistance is described by the ratio between the temperature difference and the average
heat flow across the interface.
Heterogeneous material amount
Description
A heterogeneous material amount is a composite material amount that involves material amounts with
different dispersion states due to phases or particle size.
Relations
-

Heterogeneous material amount is a subclass of material amount.

Hold-up variation
Description
Hold-up variation refers to the accumulation of extensive properties over time and is influenced by
accumulation phenomena.
Relations
-

Hold-up variation is a subclass of generalized fluxes.

Homogeneous material amount
Description
A homogeneous material amount represents a material amount with a continuous, single phase which is
not part of another more complex material amount.
Relations
-

Homogeneous material amount is a subclass of material amount.

Ideally mixed material amount
Description
An ideally mixed material amount may neither possess an intensive material amount property that indicates a
distribution over a spatial domain nor might it provide properties for molecular transport phenomenon.
Relations
-

Ideally mixed material amount is a subclass of material amount.

Impermeable valve
Description
An impermeable valve refers to a convective mass transport where no material transport occurs at all
due to a given local condition, e.g. a blockage in a pipeline.
Relations
-

Impermeable valve is a subclass of valve connection.
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Interface heat transport phenomenon
Description
An interface heat transport phenomenon is the transfer of thermal energy or simply heat from a hotter
material amount to a cooler material amount driven by the temperature difference.
Relations
-

Interface heat transport phenomenon is a subclass of interface transport phenomenon.

Interface mass transport phenomenon
Description
An interface mass transport phenomenon is any mechanisms by which particles or quantities move from
one material amounts to another.
Relations
-

Interface mass transport phenomenon is a subclass of interface transport phenomenon.

Interface transport phenomenon
Description
Interface transport phenomenon subsumes transport phenomena that occur at the interface between two
connected material amounts.
Relations
-

Interface transport phenomenon is a subclass of material amount connection phenomenon.

Mass transfer coefficient
Description
A mass transfer coefficient is a constant that relates the mass transfer rate to the product of mass transfer
area and an appropriate driving force such as the concentration gradient (Seader and Henley 1998).
Relations
-

Mass transfer coefficient is a subclass of phenomenological coefficient.

Material amount
Description
A material amount characterizes the time-variant behavior of a chunk of material.
Relations
-

Material amount is a subclass of device.

-

A material amount has exactly one shape representation.

-

A material amount refers to one material (to describe its intensive characteristics).

-

A material amount has some material amount phenomenon

-

A material amount has some material amount property

-

A material amount may reside in a plant item.

-

A material amount may be part of at most one material amount or material amount connection.

-

A material amount may be composed of material amounts or material amount connections.

Attributes
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-

A material amount has a number of material amount properties

Constraints
-

If a material amount has molecular transport phenomena, this material amount should not have a
phase equilibrium phenomenon.

-

If a material amount has molecular transport phenomena, this material amount should not have an
ideal-mixing flow pattern.

-

If a material amount has intensive material amount properties which are distributed on certain
spatial domain(s), this material amount should not have a phase equilibrium phenomenon.

-

If a material amount has intensive material amount properties which are distributed on certain
spatial domain(s), this material amount should not have an ideal-mixing flow pattern.

-

If a material amount is composed of other material amounts or material amount connections, then it
must be composed of at least three of them. It cannot be exclusively composed of material
amounts. It cannot be exclusively composed of material amount connections.

Material amount connection
Description
A material amount connection is a connection that connects two material amounts or connects one material
amount and one environment connection.
Relations
-

Material amount connection is a subclass of connection.

-

A material amount connection has some material amount connection phenomena

-

A material amount connection has some material amount connection properties

-

A material amount connection may be composed of material amounts or material amount
connections.

-

A material amount connection may be geometrically represented by one surface.

Constraints
-

If a material amount connection is composed of other material amounts or material amount
connections, then it must be composed of at least three of them. It cannot be exclusively
composed of material amounts. It cannot be exclusively composed of material amount
connections.

Material amount connection phenomenon
Description
A material amount connection phenomenon is a physicochemical phenomenon which occurs at a material
amount connection.
Relations
-

Material amount connection phenomenon is a subclass of physicochemical phenomenon.

Material amount in phase equilibrium
Description
A material amount in phase equilibrium must neither have properties indicating molecular transport nor
spatial distribution.
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Relations
-

Material amount in phase equilibrium is a subclass of material amount.

Material amount phenomenon
Description
A material amount phenomenon is a physicochemical phenomenon which occurs in a material amount.
Relations
-

Material amount phenomenon is a subclass of physicochemical phenomenon.

Molecular transport phenomenon
Description
A molecular transport phenomenon is a material amount phenomenon in which physical quantities such as
mass, energy, and momentum are transported among different locations through molecular motion in
the material amount.
Relations
-

Molecular transport phenomenon is a subclass of material amount connection phenomenon.

Material amount with molecular transport phenomenon
Description
A material amount with molecular transport phenomenon may not possess properties of a ideally mixed
material amount.
Relations
-

Molecular amount with molecular transport phenomenon is a subclass of material amount.

Material amount with spatially distributed intensive properties
Description
A material amount with spatially distributed intensive properties may not have any properties indicating an
ideal mixing.
Relations
-

Molecular amount with spatially distributed intensive properties is a subclass of material amount.

Particle phenomenon
Description
A particle phenomenon is a material amount phenomenon which occurs with one or more particles.
Relations
-

Particle phenomenon is a subclass of material amount phenomenon.

Particle population
Description
A particle population consists of a (possibly uncounted) number of single particles, which are all present
in the same state of aggregation and – in their entirety – can be characterized by means of distribution
curves or population balances (Ramkrishna 1985).
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Relations
-

Particle population is a subclass of material amount.

Particulate material amount
Description
A particulate material amount represents the dispersed material amount in a heterogeneous system which
is composed of single particles which typically hold uneven characteristics.
Relations
-

Particle material amount is a subclass of material amount.

Permeability
Description
Permeability denotes a set of chemical components which are permeable in a film connection or a valve
connection.
Relations
-

Permeability denotes some permeable value set.

Permeable valve
Description
A permeable valve represents convective transport of mass, where all material compounds, energy, and
momentum are transported.
Relations
-

Permeable valve is a subclass of valve connection.

Phase equilibrium phenomenon
Description
A phase equilibrium phenomenon is a material amount phenomenon that denotes a certain equality of
properties within the material amount considered, which does not involve chemical reactions.
Relations
-

Phase equilibrium phenomenon is a subclass of material amount phenomenon.

Phenomenological coefficient
Description
A phenomenological coefficient summarizes various coefficients employed to characterize fluxes.
Relations
-

Phenomenological coefficient is a subclass of physical quantity.

Physicochemical phenomenon
Description
A physicochemical phenomena is a phenomenon that can be described by physics or chemistry.
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Relations
-

Physicochemical phenomenon is the superclass of material amount phenomenon and material amount
connection phenomenon.

-

Physicochemical phenomenon is the subclass of phenomenon

Quasi-homogeneous material amount
Description
A quasi-homogeneous material amount assumes at least two parts, a dispersed material amount and a
continuous material amount, where one is dispersed in the other. It is characterized by average physical
quantities of both parts.
Relations
-

Quasi-homogeneous material amount is a subclass of material amount.

Radiation exchange
Description
A radiation exchange is defined as the emission of heat by one body which travels through a medium or
through space and which is ultimately absorbed by another body.
Relations
-

Radiation exchange is a subclass of exchange.

Rate of reaction
Description
The rate of reaction of a general phase reaction aA + bB + … Æ pP + qQ + … is defined as
r=−

1 d[A ]
1 d[B] 1 d[P ] 1 d[Q] ,
=−
=
=
a dt
b dt
p dt
q dt

where symbols placed inside square brackets denote the concentrations of the species involved in the
reaction. Thus, the rate of reaction is defined as the change in concentration per unit time. Different
measures of concentration may be chosen, such as phase component fraction and volume-based
concentrations. When a catalyst is used, the reaction rate may also be stated on a catalyst weight (mol
g−1 s−1) or surface area (mol m−2 s−1) basis.
Relations
-

Rate of reaction is a subclass of source.

Reaction rate coefficient
Description
A reaction rate coefficient of any reaction is a constant that relates the reaction rate to the concentrationdependent term in the reaction rate expression. This constant is thus independent of concentration and
time (McNaught and Wilkinson 1997).
Relations
-

Reaction rate coefficient is a subclass of phenomenological coefficient.
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Semi-permeable valve
Description
A semi-permeable valve represents convective transport of mass in which only some selective species in
a mixture are transported in addition to energy and momentum.
Relations
-

Semi-permeable valve is a subclass of valve connection.

Single film connection
Description
A single film connection represents diffusive transport processes across a single boundary layer, e.g.
fluid or solid.
Relations
-

Single film connection is a subclass of film connection.

Single particle
Description
A single particle is a material amount that has some particle phenomena. It is usually of a small size.
Relations
-

Single particle is a subclass of material amount.

-

A single particle has some particle phenomena.

Solid film
Description
A solid film represents a boundary layer occurring in a solid phase which allows for diffusive transport.
Relations
-

Solid film is a subclass of film connection.

Source
Description
A source is caused by chemical reaction or some external potential field within a material amount.
Relations
-

Source is a subclass of generalized fluxes.

State variable gradient
Description
A state variable gradient is the spatial gradient of an intensive thermodynamic state variable.
Relations
-

State variable gradient is a subclass of physical quantity.

Surface phenomenon
Description
A surface phenomenon is a material amount connection phenomenon that occurs on a surface.
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Relations
-

Surface phenomenon is a subclass of material amount connection phenomenon.

Surface reaction phenomenon
Description
A surface reaction phenomenon is a surface phenomenon that denotes a chemical reaction which takes
place on a surface.
Relations
-

Surface reaction phenomenon is a subclass of surface phenomenon.

Three film connection
Description
A three film connection represents diffusive transport processes across a boundary layer in which three
films are adjacent to each other, e.g. fluid-solid-fluid.
Relations
-

Three film connection is a subclass of film connection.

Two film connection
Description
A two film connection represents diffusive transport processes across a boundary layer in which two
films are adjacent to each other, e.g. fluid-fluid.
Relations
-

Two film connection is a subclass of film connection.

Valve connection
Description
A valve connection refers to convective mass transport which is governed by different states of
permeability.
Relations
-

Valve connection is a subclass of material amount connection.

Velocity gradient
Description
A velocity gradient is the partial derivatives of velocity with respect to the spatial coordinates.
Relations
-

Velocity gradient is a subclass of physical quantity.

Relation Descriptions
hasFraction
Description
The relation hasFraction indicates the fractional amount a representative particle may have in a distributed
material amount.
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Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasMultiplicity

-

Domain: Member

-

Range: Multiplicity

-

Inverse: isFractionOf

hasPermeableChemicalComponent
Description
The relation hasPermeableChemicalComponent indicates which chemical component may pass or diffuse
through a certain material amount connection.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isDirectlyRelatedTo

-

Domain: Material amount connection

-

Range: Chemical component

hasPermeability
Description
The relation hasPermeability indicates whether or not a material amount connection has a selectivity for
certain chemical components.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of object-featureRelation

-

Domain: Material amount connection

-

Range: Permeability

hasPressureDrop
Description
The relation hasProperty assigns a particular pressure drop to a chosen system.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: System

-

Range: Pressure drop

hasRepresentativeParticle
Description
The relation hasRepresentativeParticle assigns a particular representative particle to a distributed material
amount to represent the common features of the particles in this amount.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of containsDirectly

-

Domain: Particulate material amount

-

Range: Single particle
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indicatesFraction
Description
The relation indicatesFraction refers a certain fraction to the corresponding member.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of indecatesMultiplicityOf

-

Domain: Multiplicity

-

Range: Member

-

Inverse: hasFraction

isDispersedIn
Description
The relation isDispersedIn indicates that a dispersed material amount is partly or totally dispersed in a
continuous material amount.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isDirectlyRelatedTo

-

Domain: Dispersed material amount

-

Range: Continuous material amount

-

Inverse: surrounds

refersToParticlePopulation
Description
The relation refersToParticlePopulation indicates which particle population a particular fractional amount
refers to.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of refersToMultiset

-

Domain: Fractional amount

-

Range: ParticlePopulation

refersToMaterial
Description
The relation refersToMaterial indicates which material a material amount or a material amount connection
refers to.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of isDirectlyRelatedTo

-

Domain: Generalized amount

-

Range: Material

surrounds
Description
The relation surrounds describes that a continuous material amount surrounds a dispersed material amount.
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Characteristics
-

Specialization of isDirectlyRelatedTo

-

Domain: Continuous material amount

-

Range: Dispersed material amount

-

Inverse: isDispersedIn

Instance Descriptions
Agglomeration
Description
Agglomeration is a particle phenomenon which denotes the agglomeration of particles.
Characteristics
-

Instance of particle phenomenon.

Breakage
Description
Breakage is a particle phenomenon which denotes the breakage of particles.
Characteristics
-

Instance of particle phenomenon.

Chemical equilibrium
Description
Chemical equilibrium is a phase equilibrium phenomena that denotes the material amount considered to be
in chemical equilibrium.
Characteristics
-

Instance of phase equilibrium phenomenon.

Energy accumulation
Description
Energy accumulation is accumulation of energy.
Characteristics
-

Instance of accumulation.

Equilibrium chemical reaction
Description
Equilibrium chemical reaction is a chemical reaction phenomenon in which a reversible chemical reaction
reaches its equilibrium.
Characteristics
-

Instance of chemical reaction phenomenon.

Equilibrium adsorption
Description
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Equilibrium adsorption is an adsorption phenomenon that denotes the equilibrium of an adsorption
process.
Characteristics
-

Instance of adsorption phenomenon.

Equilibrium surface reaction
Description
Equilibrium surface reaction is a surface reaction phenomenon that denotes an equilibrium surface
reaction process.
Characteristics
-

Instance of surface reaction phenomenon.

Growth
Description
Growth is a particle phenomenon which denotes the growth of particles.
Characteristics
-

Instance of particle phenomenon.

Heat conduction
Description
Heat conduction is a molecular transport phenomenon in which heat is transported among different
locations in a material amount.
Characteristics
-

Instance of molecular transport phenomenon.

Heat radiation
Description
Heat radiation is a material amount connection phenomenon that denotes the radiation of heat.
Characteristics
-

Instance of material amount connection phenomenon.

Ideally mixed
Description
Ideally mixed is a flow pattern which results in a material amount with spatially uniform properties.
Characteristics
-

Instance of flow pattern.

Interface heat conduction
Description
Interface heat conduction is an interface molecular transport phenomenon that denotes heat conduction
across the interface between two material amounts.
Characteristics
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-

Instance of interface molecular transport phenomenon.

Interface mass diffusion
Description
Interface mass diffusion is an interface molecular transport phenomenon that denotes mass diffusion across
the interface between two material amounts.
Characteristics
-

Instance of interface molecular transport phenomenon.

Laminar
Description
Laminar flow is a non-turbulent streamline flow in parallel layers with regular, smooth fluid motion
that occurs when the Reynolds is smaller than a critical Reynolds number.
Characteristics
-

Instance of flow pattern.

Mass Accumulation
Description
Mass accumulation is accumulation of mass.
Characteristics
-

Instance of accumulation.

Mass diffusion
Description
Mass diffusion is a molecular transport phenomenon in which mass of certain chemical component(s) is
transported among different locations in a material amount.
Characteristics
-

Instance of molecular transport phenomenon.

Mechanical equilibrium
Description
Mechanical equilibrium is a phase equilibrium phenomena that denotes the material amount considered to
be in mechanical equilibrium.
Characteristics
-

Instance of physical equilibrium phenomenon.

Momentum accumulation
Description
Momentum accumulation is accumulation of momentum.
Characteristics
-

Instance of accumulation.
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Non-equilibrium adsorption
Description
Non-equilibrium adsorption is an adsorption phenomenon that denotes a non-equilibrium adsorption
process.
Characteristics
-

Instance of adsorption phenomenon.

Non-equilibrium chemical reaction
Description
Non-chemical reaction equilibrium is a chemical reaction phenomenon in which a chemical reaction occurs
and has not reached its equilibrium.
Characteristics
-

Instance of chemical reaction phenomenon.

Non-equilibrium surface reaction
Description
Non-equilibrium surface reaction is a surface reaction phenomenon that denotes a non-equilibrium surface
reaction process.
Characteristics
-

Instance of surface reaction phenomenon.

Nucleation
Description
Nucleation is a particle phenomenon which denotes the nucleation of particles.
Characteristics
-

Instance of particle phenomenon.

Particle population accumulation
Description
Particle population accumulation is an accumulation phenomenon which causes the variation of the
particle number.
Characteristics
-

Instance of accumulation phenomenon.

Permeable
Description
Permeable represents a case of permeability where all species of a mixture pass through a valve
connection.
Characteristics
-

Instance of permeability.
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Phase equilibrium
Description
Phase equilibrium is a phase equilibrium phenomena that denotes the material amount considered to in
thermal, mechanical, and chemical equilibrium.
Characteristics
-

Instance of physical equilibrium phenomenon.

Semi-permeable
Semi-permeable represents a case of permeability where only some of the species in the mixture pass.
through a valve connection.
Characteristics
-

Instance of permeability.

Surface mass diffusion
Description
Surface mass diffusion is a surface phenomenon that denotes diffusive mass transport along a surface.
Characteristics
-

Instance of surface phenomenon.

Thermal equilibrium
Description
Thermal equilibrium is a phase equilibrium phenomenon referring to a vanishing of temperature difference
within the material amount considered.
Characteristics
-

Instance of physical equilibrium phenomenon.

Turbulent
Description
Turbulent flow is a flow pattern in which velocity at any point varies erratically.
Characteristics
-

Instance of flow pattern.

Viscous momentum transport
Description
Viscous momentum transport is a molecular transport phenomenon in which momentum is transported
among different locations in a material amount.
Characteristics
-

Instance of molecular transport phenomenon.
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7. CPS performance (partial model)
The performance of a chemical process system may be assessed from different perspectives such as
costs, environmental impact (e.g. product life cycle analysis), safety and many more. However, the
current version of OntoCAPE only considers the economic performance during the design tasks,
although other performance indicators (e.g. sustainability) in different lifecycle phases (e.g. operation)
may be elaborated when required. The concepts provided in this section are related to cost estimation.
Cost estimations are understood to form the basis for company management to decide if (further)
capital should be invested in a project. The partial model proposed refers to engineering economics
concepts compiled by the textbook of Peters and Timmerhaus (1991). This partial model is by far the
least extensive one among those established in chemical_process_system.

7.1. Economic performance (ontology module)
This section deals with the concepts for analyzing costs and profits, which are typically used to (i)
predict whether capital should be invested in a particular project and (ii) to check the actual financial
results typically be done by an accountant. Hence the major classes introduced are the costs and
earnings which have to be considered for a thorough analysis of the economic performance of a chemical
process system.
The overall costs of a chemical process system comprise the costs related to processing and control
systems as well as general costs that cannot be related directly to one particular aspect system or their
elements. General costs include, for example, the expenditure for research and development and that
for sales. This module considers primarily costs that are related to the chemical process system in
general. However, product costs are also introduced for the sake of generality whereas all costs
pertaining to labor are not considered. Costs are incurred in all lifecycle phases: the design of the
chemical process system, the building and commissioning of the plant, the operation and maintenance,
and finally the decommissioning. Thus, the different costs are usually not categorized primarily
according to the different subsystems of a chemical process system they can be associated to, but rather
according to their type – that is, whether they are related to the capital investment or to the
manufacturing process, maintenance or financial services. At a secondary level, however, the different
costs can be linked to the subsystems where these costs arise. The following description of the costs is
taken from (Bayer et al. 2001).
Costs are considered as a property of the chemical process system performance. Therefore, economic
performance is introduced as a subclass of system (cf. Fig. 58).
The costs of a chemical process system include all expenses that are related to the design, construction,
and maintenance of the chemical process system, and the production and sales of the end products.
system
System

hasProperty

Performance

Property

Costs

Earnings

hasProperty
EconomicPerformance
economic_performance

Fig. 58: Assignment of chemical process performance
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Generally, the emerging costs may consist of several specific costs related to a special function or
realization of the chemical process system. These specific costs may represent either individual costs,
which are generated by a certain task, or accumulated costs, which constitute the sum of several
individual costs (cf. Fig. 59). Hence, accumulated costs are only summed up from specific costs that
emerge on the next lower level of the cost hierarchy. As an example: the total CPS costs represents the
sum of the costs of the total capital investment and the production costs. Therefore, the relation addsUp as
a specialization of hasDirectPart is introduced. As an example, total CPS costs is introduced which adds
up the total capital investment and production costs in Fig. 59. Note that the introduced relation addsUp is
used exclusively to relate costs.
AccumulatedCosts

hasDirectPart

Costs
IndividualCosts
EconomicPerformance

hasProperty

addsUp
TotalCPSCosts

addsUp

addsUp

TotalCapitalInvestment

ProductionCosts

Fig. 59: Representation of costs
Earnings refer to the total amount of capital received as a result of the sales of goods (and also
services). The earnings obtained from the sales of goods depend on the value of the products and their
amount. Here, product earnings and virtual intermediate earnings are distinguished (cf. Fig. 60).
Earnings

Product
Earnings

VirtualIntermediate
Earnings

Fig. 60: Representation of costs
Product earnings are the earnings that can be obtained from the sales of the end products processed in a
chemical process system. The virtual intermediate earnings are used to characterize the value of a feed or an
intermediate product within the process. These earnings could be assessed by the assumed sale of those
products at the market. Usually no such sale is attempted, since the earnings that can be obtained from
the sale of the end product produced from the intermediates is much higher.
A comprehensive introduction and categorization of costs related to chemical process systems is given
by Peters and Timmerhaus (1991). Following their categorization, different types of costs are
exemplarily introduced, as shown in Fig. 61-Fig. 63. For a comprehensive overview we refer to Bayer
et al. (2001). A detailed description of these costs is provided below.
Fig. 61 gives an overview on the specific costs that are considered for the economic performance. The
total capital investment and the production costs are shown together as parts of the total CPS costs. They
are in fact both part of the total CPS costs, but there is one fundamental difference between them: while
the capital investment needs to be supplied prior to production in order to design and build a chemical
process system, the production costs are incurred during production over a long period of time. The
earnings are also obtained during production period. These different periods or timeframes need to be
taken into consideration in economic evaluations.
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TotalCPSCosts
addsUp

addsUp

TotalCapitalInvestment
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FixedCapitalInvestment
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ProductionCosts
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ManufacturingCosts

addsUp

ManufacturingFixed
CapitalInvestment

addsUp

addsUp

NonManufacturingFixed
CapitalInvestment

GeneralExpenses
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Direct
ManufacturingCosts

Indirect
ManufacturingCosts

Fig. 61: Representation of the specific costs involved in total CPS costs
The left most branch of Fig. 61 apparently refers to the design perspective only. Fig. 62 details a
specific type of costs related to CPS_realization.
ManufacturingFixed
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EquipmentCosts
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Fig. 62: Exemplary extension of individual costs for manufacturing fixed capital investment
Direct
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Utility
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Fig. 63: Exemplary extension of individual costs for direct manufacturing costs
The right branch in Fig. 61 refers to the costs incurred during production. These costs may be applied
for a rather rough cost estimation at the design stage, e.g. covering raw material costs or catalyst and
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solvent costs, but they may also be used for the evaluation of the operating cost during the later stages
of the plant lifecycle (cf. Fig. 63).
In the following, both branches of the classes related to costs and the earnings are investigated in more
detail, demonstrating the dependencies to the other partial modules of chemical_process_system.
The different costs, expenses, and earnings introduced in the previous section are related to the
chemical process system, its (sub-)systems, and the processed material. These relations and
dependencies can be modeled by refining the dependency relation between the aspect systems of
chemical process system.
The total costs and the overall earnings can directly be associated to the chemical process system itself
(cf. Fig. 64).
chemical_process_system
Chemical
Process
System

represents
PerformanceOf

Costs
Economic
Performance

hasProperty
Earnings

Fig. 64: Relation between economic performance and chemical process system
Furthermore, the following associations between the different cost items and the parts of the aspects
systems of the chemical process system can be identified: earnings are related to the end products of the
chemical process; manufacturing costs refer to processed chemical products, (i.e. end products) to the
functional aspects of the chemical process system (i.e. process steps and to control); investment costs,
especially purchase costs, are related to the realization of the chemical process system (i.e. the plant and
the process control system). The most important of these associations will be identified and discussed in
the following.
The main purpose of a chemical process system is the production of some specific chemical compounds
from raw materials. The different chemical compounds involved in this production process are
important cost factors. The purchase of the raw materials and the sale of the end products are related to
major cost items within the lifecycle of a chemical process system (Fig. 65): the product earnings are
obtained from the sales of the end products; the virtual intermediate earnings can be related to feeds and
intermediate products whose values they represent; the raw material costs are the expenses needed for
purchasing the raw materials. Further important feeds are auxiliary materials like catalysts and solvents;
their purchase costs are represented by the catalysts and solvents costs.
process
RawMaterial
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ProcessState

RawMaterial
Costs
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ProcessState
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Intermediate
Product
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Product
Earnings

Direct
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Earnings

Fig. 65: Relation between economic performance and chemical process system: material costs.
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The direct manufacturing costs can be further related to the functional description of the chemical
process system (cf. Fig. 66). This overall function is implemented by the processing part (i.e. process
step) and the operating part (i.e. control loop). These different functions cause different costs. The utility
costs and the maintenance and repair costs are induced by the process step. Characteristic properties of a
process step like design temperature and design pressure influence the utility costs tremendously; the
maintenance and repair costs depend among other things on the processing and auxiliary materials used
and on the operating conditions of the process step. The maintenance and repair costs also depend on the
chosen control strategy (i.e. control loop).

process

UtilityCosts

ProcessStep

isCostOf
ProcessStep

Direct
ManufacturingCosts

Maintenance&
RepairCosts

control
ControlLoop

isCostOf
ControlLoop

Operating
SupervisionCosts

Fig. 66: Relation between economic performance and chemical process system: direct manufacturing
costs
As shown in Fig. 67, the purchase costs for systems realization refer to the chemical process realization.
The single items of the purchase costs for systems realization can be related to the single plant items.
Pipe costs correlate with the pipe; equipment costs, like cost for purchasing apparatuses or machines are
related to the respective equipment; and, instrumentation costs refer to the instrumentation as well as the
process control system. The design of the apparatuses and the machines also influences the maintenance
and repair costs.

interobjectRelation
isCostOf
PlantItem

PurchaseCostsFor
SystemsRealization

InstrumentationCosts

isCostOfProcess
ControlSystem
ProcessControl
System
process_control_system

isCostOfPlantItem
Instrumentation

EquipmentCosts

isCostOfPlantItem isCostOfPlantItem
Equipment

PlantItem

plant

Fig. 67: Relation between economic performance and plant

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module economic_performance are described below.
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PipeCosts

Piping

Class Descriptions
Accumulated costs
Description
Accumulated costs is the sum of a number of specific costs, which itself may be individual costs or
accumulated costs, occurring in a chemical process system.
Relations
-

Accumulated costs is a subclass of costs.

-

Accumulated costs add up some costs.

Catalyst and solvent costs
Description
Catalyst and solvent costs are direct manufacturing costs which are related to the particular catalysts and
solvents used in the manufacturing process.
Relations
-

Catalyst and solvent costs is a subclass of costs.

Costs
Description
Costs describe all kinds of costs that may arise with respect to the economic evaluation of a chemical
process system.
Relations
-

Costs is a subclass of property.

-

Costs has dimension amount of money

Costs for buildings
Description
Costs for buildings incur during the construction of all buildings in a plant.
Relations
-

Costs for buildings is a subclass of individual costs.

Costs for land
Description
Costs for land cover the real-estate costs price and the yard improvement costs.
Relations
-

Costs for land is a subclass of individual costs.

Costs for systems realization
Description
Costs for systems realization are costs directly associated with the processing subsystem and the operating
subsystem.
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Relations
-

Costs for systems realization is a subclass of accumulated costs.

-

Costs for system realization adds up installation costs for system realization.

-

Costs for system realization adds up purchase costs for system realization.

Direct manufacturing costs
Description
Direct manufacturing costs include expenses directly associated with manufacturing. Besides, it may also
involve secretarial work directly related to the manufacturing process, laboratory charges and patents.
Relations
-

Direct manufacturing costs is a subclass of system.

Earnings
Description
The earnings refer to the total amount of capital received as a result of the sales of goods and services.
Relations
-

Earnings is a subclass of property.

Economic performance
Description
Economic performance evaluates the performance of a chemical process system from an economic
perspective.
Relations
-

Economic performance is a subclass of system

-

Economic performance has some a property costs.

Equipment costs
Description
Equipment costs are costs incurred by the purchase of equipment.
Relations
-

Equipment costs is a subclass of costs.

-

Equipment costs is cost of plant item equipment.

Fixed capital investment
Description
Fixed capital investment is the capital that is permanently invested in the manufacturing facilities.
Relations
-

Fixed capital investment is a subclass of accumulated costs

-

Fixed capital investment adds up manufacturing fixed capital investment.

-

Fixed capital investment adds up non manufacturing fixed capital investment
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General expenses
Description
General expenses include, for example, general research and development expenses or the costs for a
sales office within a company, where the products of more than one chemical process system are
brought to the market.
Relations
-

General expenses is a subclass of individual costs.

Indirect manufacturing costs
Description
Indirect manufacturing costs include plant overhead costs and fixed charges.
Relations
-

Indirect manufacturing costs is a subclass of individual costs.

Individual Costs
Description
Individual costs represents costs that are not added up from any other costs.
Relations
-

Individual costs is a subclass of costs.

Installation costs for systems realization
Description
Installation costs for systems realization include, for example, the costs for labor, platforms, and
construction.
Relations
-

Installation costs for systems realization is a subclass of individual costs.

Instrumentation costs
Description
Instrumentation costs are the costs related to the process control system.
Relations
-

Instrumentation costs is a subclass of costs.

-

Instrumentation costs is cost of plant item instrumentation.

Maintenance and repair costs
Description
Maintenance and repair costs are related to maintenance and repair work on production facilities.
Relations
-

Maintenance and repair costs is a subclass of individual costs.
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Manufacturing costs
Description
Manufacturing costs are expenses that are directly connected with the manufacturing.
Relations
-

Manufacturing costs is a subclass of individual costs.

Manufacturing fixed capital investment
Description
Manufacturing fixed capital investment represents the capital necessary for the installed process equipment
with all auxiliaries that are needed for complete process operation (Peters and Timmerhaus 1991).
Relations
-

Manufacturing fixed capital investment is a subclass of individual costs.

Non-manufacturing fixed capital investment
Description
Non-manufacturing fixed capital investment represents fixed capital required for construction overhead and
for all plant components that are not directly related to process operation (Peters and Timmerhaus
1991).
Relations
-

Non-manufacturing fixed capital investment is a subclass of individual costs.

Operating labor costs
Description
Relations
-

Operating labor costs is a subclass of individual costs.

Operating labor costs are related to work force in production, including related taxes and benefits.
Operating supervision costs
Description
Operating supervision costs are related to systems and procedures supervising the manufacturing
process.
Relations
-

Operating supervision costs is a subclass of individual costs.

Pipe costs
Description
Pipe costs are the costs related to the installation of piping network in the plant.
Relations
-

Pipe costs is a subclass of costs

-

Pipe costs is cost of plant item piping.
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Product earnings
Description
The product earnings are the earnings that can be obtained from the sales of the end products of the
processing system.
Relations
-

Product earnings is a subclass of earnings

Production costs
Description
Production costs cover the costs for operating the chemical process system and selling the core products.
Relations
-

Production costs is a subclass of accumulated costs.

-

Production costs adds up manufacturing costs.

-

Production costs adds up general expenses.

Purchase costs for systems realization
Description
Purchase costs for systems realization are the costs related to the acquisition of the chemical process
system.
Relations
-

Purchase costs for systems realization is a subclass of accumulated costs.

-

Purchase costs for systems realization adds up equipment costs.

-

Purchase costs for systems realization adds up instrumentation costs.

-

Purchase costs for systems realization adds up pipe costs.

Raw material costs
Description
Raw material costs are related to the purchase of raw material including freight and transportation. This
type of costs is among the major costs in the chemical process industry and its ratio to total plant cost
varies considerably for different types of chemical process systems.
Relations
-

Raw material costs is a subclass of individual costs.

Service facility costs
Description
Service facility costs are the costs related to utilities (power, cooling water, etc.), waste disposal, fire
protection, and other services.
Relations
-

Service facility costs is a subclass of individual costs.
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Total CPS costs
Description
Total CPS costs of a chemical process system include all costs that are related to design, construction, and
maintenance of the chemical process system, as well as the production and sales of the end products.
Relations
-

Total CPS costs is a subclass of costs.

-

Total CPS costs adds up total capital investment.

-

Total CPS costs adds up production costs.

Total capital investment
Description
Total capital investment is the sum of fixed capital investment and working capital.
Relations
-

Total capital investment is a subclass of accumulated costs.

-

Total capital investment adds up total capital investment.

-

Total capital investment adds up production costs.

Utility costs
Description
Utility costs are related to the operaton of the plant. It typically includes costs for electricity, process
steam, refrigerants, compressed air, cooling water, heated water, hot oil, etc.
Relations
-

Utility costs is a subclass of individual costs.

Virtual intermediate earnings
Description
The virtual intermediate earnings are used to characterize the value feed or an intermediate product within
the process.
Relations
-

Virtual intermediate earnings is a subclass of earnings.

Working capital
Description
Working capital is the capital needed for operating a plant.
Relations
-

Working capital is a subclass of individual costs.
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Relation Descriptions
addsUp
Description
The relation addsUp indicates that specific costs belong to particular accumulated costs.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasDirectPart

-

Domain: Accumulated costs

-

Range: Costs

isCostOfPlantItem
Description
The relation isCostOfPlantItem indicates that specific costs are incurred by the purchase of a particular
plant item.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-objectRelation

-

Domain: Equipment costs, instrumentation costs, pipe costs

-

Range: Plant item

isCostOfProcessState
Description
The relation isCostOfProcessState indicates that specific costs occur related to a particular process state.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-objectRelation

-

Domain: Product earnings, virtual intermediate earnings, catalyst & solvents costs, raw material costs

-

Range: end product, intermediate product, feed, raw material

isCostOfProcessStep
Description
The relation isCostOfProcessStep indicates that specific costs occur related to a particular process step.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-objectRelation

-

Domain: Utility costs, maintenance & repair costs

-

Range: Process step

isCostOfControlLoop
Description
The relation isCostOfControlLoop indicates that specific costs have to be considered for the maintenance
and the installation of control loops.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-objectRelation
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-

Domain: Maintenance & repair costs, operation, supervision costs

-

Range: Control loop

isCostOfProcessControlSystem
Description
The relation isCostOfProcessControlSystem indicates that specific costs have to be considered the
installation and purchase of process control systems.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of inter-objectRelation

-

Domain: Instrumentation costss

-

Range: Process control system
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8. Process units (partial model)
Summarizing the content of the previous sections, a chemical process system can be conveniently
described according to the aspects: function, realization, behavior and performance 15. For each of the
four aspects, generic concepts have been provided such that arbitrary kinds of process units can be
represented using those concepts.
However, the evolution of the discipline of chemical engineering has resulted in a number of “typical”
process units. Frequently the term “unit operations” is used synonymously. However, here we adopt the
term “process units” instead of “unit operations”, since the latter is often (though implicitly) intended
to refer to the functional aspect of a chemical process system, in the same manner as in OntoCAPE.
As already introduced in Sect. 1.3, a process unit is a partial chemical process system, reflected through
its aspects of function, realization, behavior and performance. Particular constraints are imposed on the
process unit and on its aspects in order to distinguish the process unit from others.
In this section a number of process units of well-established types will be exemplarily defined (see Fig.
68 below). Naturally, for each type of process units, there can be a class hierarchy according to the
classification employed in chemical engineering practice. For each individual class, a large amount of
information may be provided if a rather complete description is to be attempted for each aspect (i.e.
function, behavior or realization). Due to the limited level of detail provided by the current version of
OntoCAPE, these partial models have actually been developed only for serving the following two
purposes instead of rendering a rather complete ontology: (i) demonstrating how process units can be
defined on the basis of the concepts of generic chemical process system, and (ii) providing the concepts
necessary for those particular projects in which OntoCAPE has yet been applied.
For the time being, six classes are introduced representing the very basic process units most frequently
employed. These process units include mixing unit, splitting unit, flash unit, chemical reactor, heat transfer unit
and distillation system, as shown in Fig. 68.
chemical_process_system
ProcessUnit

MixingUnit
mixing_unit

SplittingUnit
splitting_unit

FlashUnit
flash_unit

ChemicalReactor

DistillationSystem

HeatTransferUnit

chemical_reactor

distillation_system

heat_transfer_unit

Fig. 68: Overview on exemplary modules contained in process unit
Among these classes, heat transfer unit has been the one worked out in the greatest level of detail. It will
thus serve as an example in this chapter to represent the specification of a particular process unit.
However, as stated before, extensions to other classes and the introduction of new classes may be
undertaken on demand at a later stage.

15

The aspect of operation is clearly missing in the list. This however, will be included in future versions of OntoCAPE to be able to
describe all phase of a plants lifecycle.
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8.1. Mixing unit (ontology module)
The concept mixing unit represents a process unit which has a mixing function. New concepts mixing
function and mixing behavior are defined to characterize its functional and behavioral aspects,
respectively. Its realization aspect is characterized through vessel as defined in the apparatus module.
A graphical representation of this module is given in Fig. 69.
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Mixing

mixing_unit

Fig. 69: Overview on the mixing unit interactions to other modules

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module mixing_unit are described below.

Class Description
Mixing behavior
Description
Mixing behavior is particularly defined to characterize the behavior aspect of mixing unit according to the
principles defined in material amount.
Relations
-

Mixing behavior is a subclass of material amount.

-

A mixing behavior has an ideal-mixing flow pattern.

-

Mixing behavior has exactly one output

Mixing unit
Description
Mixing unit represents a process unit that has a mixing function and follows the assumption of ideal
mixing.
Relations
-

Mixing function is a subclass of process unit.

-

A mixing unit has a mixing function.
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-

A mixing unit has a mixing behavior.

-

Mixing unit is realized in an apparatus.

8.2. Splitting unit (ontology module)
The concept splitting unit represents a process unit which has a splitting function. New concepts splitting
function and splitting behavior are defined to characterize its functional and behavioral aspects,
respectively. Its realization aspect is characterized through a vessel as defined in the apparatus
module. A graphical representation of this module is shown in Fig. 70.
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Fig. 70: Overview on the splitting unit interactions to other modules

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module splitting_unit are described below.

Class Description
Splitting behavior
Description
Splitting behavior is particularly defined to characterize the behavior aspect of splitting unit according to
the principles defined in material amount.
Relations
-

Splitting behavior is a subclass of material amount.

-

A splitting behavior has an ideal-mixing flow pattern.

Splitting unit
Description
Splitting unit represents a process unit that has a splitting function and follows the assumption of ideal
mixing.
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Relations
-

Splitting unit is a subclass of process unit..

-

A splitting unit has a splitting function.

-

A splitting unit is realized in an apparatus.

-

A splitting unit has a splitting behavior.

8.3. Flash unit (ontology module)
A flash unit is meant to be one that realizes flashing function within an apparatus and which is based on
phase equilibrium behavior between a numbers of phases which in turn refer to material amounts in the
apparatus. A new concept, flash unit behavior, is defined to address the behavioral aspect; while the
functional and realization aspects are addressed using previously defined concepts, namely flashing and
vessel. A graphical representation of this module is given in Fig. 71.
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Fig. 71: Overview on the flash unit interactions to other modules

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module flash_unit are described below.

Class Description
Flash unit
Description
Flash unit represents a process unit that has a flashing function and follows the assumption of ideal
mixing and phase equilibrium.
Relations
-

Flash unit is a subclass of process unit.

-

A flash unit has a flashing function.
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-

A flash unit is realized in an apparatus.

-

A flash unit has a flash unit behavior.

Flash unit behavior
Description
Flash unit behavior is particularly defined to characterize the behavior aspect of flash unit according to
the principles defined in material amount.
Relations
-

Flash unit behavior is a subclass of material amount.

-

A flash behavior has exactly one input

-

A flash behavior has exactly two outputs.

Constraints
A flash unit behavior
-

either has an ideal-mixing phenomenon and a phase equilibrium phenomenon

-

or it is composed of at least two material amounts that have an ideal-mixing phenomenon and are
connected by a material amount connection which has a phase interface equilibrium phenomenon.

8.4. Chemical reactor (ontology module)
This partial model defines chemical reactors. A chemical reactor realizes a reaction function within an
apparatus and demonstrates chemical reaction behavior in some material amounts or at some material
amount connections. No characterization on distribution is specified with this concept; specialized
reactors such as of CSTR or plug-flow based reactors can be defined by refining the present definition.
A new concept chemical reactor behavior is defined to address the behavioral aspect, while the
functional and realization aspects are addressed using previously defined concepts, namely reaction and
vessel. The class diagram of this partial model is given in Fig. 72.
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Fig. 72: Overview on the flash unit interactions to other modules
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Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module chemical_reactor are described below.

Class Description
Chemical reactor
Description
Chemical reactor represents a process unit that has a reaction function and follows the assumption of
either chemical reaction phenomenon of surface reaction phenomenon.
Relations
-

Chemical reactor is a subclass of process unit.

-

A chemical reactor has a reaction function 16.

-

A chemical reactor is realized in one or more apparatus.

-

A chemical reactor has a chemical reactor behavior.

Chemical reactor behavior
Description
Chemical reactor behavior is particularly defined to characterize the behavior aspect of chemical reactor
according to the principles defined in material amount.
Relations
-

Chemical reactor behavior is a subclass of material amount.

Constraints
-

Either
a
chemical
reactor
has
some
chemical
reaction
phenomenon
or it is composed of
a material amount which has some chemical reaction phenomenon
or it is composed of a material amount connection which has some surface reaction phenomenon.

8.5. Heat transfer unit (ontology module)
This module basically defines process units which perform heat transfer. A general heat transfer unit is
defined next. It is essentially a process unit which has the function of enthalpy change and is realized in
an apparatus. Its behavioral aspect comprises two (or more) heat transfer material amounts connected via
heat transfer connection(s). A graphical representation is given in Fig. 73.

16

Besides reaction, a chemical reactor can perform other functions as well. For example, consider a
reactive distillation column, which performs both reaction and separation.
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Fig. 73: Overview on the heat transfer unit interactions to other modules
In chemical engineering practice different types of heat transfer units are employed for the particular
tasks at hand. Therefore, some exemplarily specializations in terms of realization and function are
introduced subsequently. With respect to functionality, the most frequently applied heat transfer units
are heat exchangers for a temperature change and condensers and reboilers for a phase change (cf. Fig. 74)
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Fig. 74: Exemplary specializations of a heat transfer unit
Additionally, a further specialization in terms of realization may be undertaken. According to the
apparatuses stated previously, heat exchangers are frequently built as shell tube apparatuses. Hence, the
class shell tube heat exchanger including the corresponding class of shell tube heat exchange behavior is
introduced (cf. Fig. 75).
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Fig. 75: Exemplary specialization of heat exchanger
For a realistic description of a heat transfer unit a further elaboration of the heat transfer unit behavior is
addressed subsequently (cf. Fig. 76). To start with, the behavior may be described by a hot side material
amount and a cold side material amount, which are both specializations of heat transfer material amount.
The latter class is introduced primarily for the users’ convenience. If a user wants to assign some
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property or phenomena which are relevant to the hot side material amount as well as the cold side material
amount simultaneously, only the superclass heat transfer material amount has to be used to cover the
assignments. Moreover, heat transfer connection is introduced as a specialization of film connection for
linking the aforementioned material amount classes. Finally, heat leak and heat loss are established as
connections to the (not explicitly defined) environment which may act as a heat source or a heat sink.
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Fig. 76: Exemplary elaboration of heat transfer unit behavior
For the elaboration of shell tube heat exchange behavior only a few specializations are further considered
and displayed in Fig. 77.
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Fig. 77: Description of a shell tube heat exchange behavior
To start with, the general shell or tube material amount class is introduced as a specialization of heat
exchange material amount. Again, this class may be used for covering properties or phenomena
assignments which refer to the subclasses. Tube side material amount and shell side material amount are
introduced to represent either the cold or the hot side of the heat exchanger. Next, the specialization
comprises a shell tube heat connection for describing the particular phenomena occurring at the
connection between the tube and the shell side material amount. Finally, heat loss and heat leak are
considered in the way they are already defined.
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The connectivity of the concepts introduced so far builds on the primitives defined in behavior. The
simplest, non-specific connection between the classes, e.g. the case where only two heat transfer
material amounts without a distinct heat transfer direction have to be modeled, is shown in Fig. 78.
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Fig. 78: Connectivity of heat transfer material amount
Some exemplary properties for heat transfer connection are introduced (cf. Fig. 79). Clearly, some of the
physical properties defined in behavior may be used for the description, such as e.g. heat transfer
coefficient, conductive transport or heat transfer resistance.
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Fig. 79: Exemplarily relations for heat transfer connection
These properties may be further specialized if required. Furthermore, geometrical considerations may
be important to describe the interface to the heat transfer material amount. Thus a heat transfer surface
may be depicted if any non-trivial geometry has to be considered. Therefore the relation
hasSurfaceGeometry is introduced.

Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module heat_transfer_unit are described below.

Class Descriptions
Cold side material amount
Description
The cold side material amount of a shell tube heat exchanger is material constituting the cold side.
Relations
-

Cold side material amount is a subclass of Heat transfer material amount.

Constraints
-

Cold side material amount is disjoint with hot side material amount.
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Condenser
Condenser is a process unit used to condense fluids from a vapor into a liquid state of aggregation.
Relations
-

Condenser is a subclass of heat transfer unit.

Heat environment connection
A heat environment connection refers to the heat transfer connection between a heat exchanger and its
environment.
Relations
-

Heat environment connection is a subclass of environment connection.

-

A heat environment connection has a heat leak of some heat transfer rate.

-

A heat environment connection has heat loss of some heat transfer rate.

Constraints
-

A heat environment connection cannot have both a heat leak and a heat loss.

Heat exchanger
A heat exchanger is a heat transfer unit that performs a temperature change of a certain material.
Relations
-

Condenser is a subclass of heat transfer unit.

Heat leak
A heat leak indicates a heat environment connection which leads to the cold fluid in a heat exchanger unit
being heated by a heat source in the environment.
Relations
-

Heat leak is a subclass of heat environment connection.

-

A heat leak is directly connected to exactly one material amount.

Heat loss
A heat loss indicates a heat environment connection which leads to the hot fluid in a heat exchanger unit
being cooled by a heat sink in the environment.
Relations
-

Heat loss is a subclass of heat environment connection.

-

A heat leak is directly connected to exactly one material amount.

Heat transfer connection
A heat transfer connection is a film connection which has additional relations and attributes to further
characterize the heat transfer.
Relations
-

Heat transfer connection is a subclass of heat conduction connection.

-

A heat transfer connection has a heat transfer surface representing geometric properties.
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-

Heat transfer connection has a phase interface heat conduction flux

Attributes
-

A heat transfer connection has a heat transfer rate.

-

A heat transfer connection has a heat transfer coefficient times area property (often termed as
“UA”).

Heat transfer surface
A heat transfer surface is the area for heat transfer.
Relations
-

Heat transfer surface is a subclass of surface.

Heat transfer material amount
Description
A heat transfer material amount gives an overall presentation of the material amount that may be
considered in a heat transfer unit. This may be useful for the assignment of generally applicable
properties.
Relations
-

Heat transfer material amount is a subclass of material amount.

-

It has exactly one input.

-

It has exactly one output.

-

It may have a pressure drop.

-

It has maximum one pressure drop.

-

It incorporates the phenomenon of viscous momentum transport.

Heat transfer surface
A heat transfer surface is a surface of a heat transfer film connection.
Relations
-

Heat transfer surface is a subclass of surface area.

-

Heat transfer surface has maximum one effective area.

Attributes
-

A heat transfer film connection has an effective area for heat transfer.

Heat transfer unit
Description
A heat transfer unit is a process unit built for heat transfer from one medium to another, where the media
are typically separated by a solid wall to avoid mixing.
Relations
-

Heat transfer unit is a subclass of process unit.

-

A heat transfer unit has a enthalpy change function.

-

A heat transfer unit is realized by an apparatus.

-

A heat transfer unit has a heat transfer unit behavior.
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Heat transfer unit behavior
Description
A heat transfer unit behavior describes the behavioral aspect of a heat transfer unit. It is composed of two
(or more) material amounts that are connected via film connection(s).
Relations
-

Heat transfer unit is a subclass of material amount.

-

A heat transfer unit is composed of some material amount.

-

A heat transfer unit is composed of some heat transfer connection.

Hot side material amount
Description
The hot side material amount of a shell tube heat exchanger is the material forming the hot side.
Relations
-

Hot side material amount is a subclass of Heat transfer material amount.

Constraints
-

Hot side material amount is disjoint with cold side material amount.

Reboiler
Reboiler is a heat transfer unit which provides heat to vaporize fluids from a liquid into a vapor state of
aggregation.
Relations
-

Reboiler is a subclass of heat transfer unit.

Shell or tube material amount
Description
A shell or tube material amount is a material amount which resides in either the shell side or the tube side
of a shell tube heat exchanger.
Relations
-

Shell or tube material amount is a subclass of material amount.

-

It has exactly one input.

-

It has exactly one output.

-

It has maximum one pressure drop.

-

It has the phenomenon of viscous momentum transport.

Attributes
It may have a pressure drop.
Shell tube heat connection
A shell tube heat connection is a heat transfer connection which connects a shell side material amount and a
tube side material amount.
Relations
-

Shell tube heat connection is a subclass of heat transfer connection.
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-

Shell tube heat connection has a direct connection to a shell side material amount or a tube side
material amount.

Attributes
-

It may have a heat transfer coefficient as overall heat transfer coefficient.

-

It may have a heat transfer coefficient as shell side bulk film heat transfer coefficient.

-

It may have a heat transfer coefficient as tube side bulk film heat transfer coefficient.

-

It may have a heat transfer coefficient as shell side wall film heat transfer coefficient.

-

It may have a heat transfer coefficient as tube side wall film heat transfer coefficient.

-

It may have a heat transfer resistance as shell side fouling resistance.

-

It may have a heat transfer resistance as tube side fouling resistance.

-

It may have a heat transfer resistance as shell side thermal resistance.

-

It may have a heat transfer resistance as tube side thermal resistance.

Shell tube heat exchanger
Description
A shell tube heat exchanger is a heat transfer unit realized in a shell tube apparatus.
Relations
-

Shell tube heat exchanger is a subclass of heat transfer unit.

-

A shell tube heat exchanger has a shell tube heat exchanger function.

-

A shell tube heat exchanger has a shell tube heat exchanger behavior.

-

A shell tube heat exchanger is realized by a shell tube apparatus.

Shell tube heat exchanger behavior
Description
A shell tube heat exchanger behavior is a heat transfer unit behavior which is composed of one or more shell
side material amounts, one or more tube side material amounts and the connecting shell tube heat
connection.
Relations
-

Shell tube heat exchanger behavior is a subclass of heat transfer unit behavior.

-

A shell tube heat exchanger behavior is composed of at least one shell side material amount

-

A shell tube heat exchanger behavior is composed of at least one tube side material amount.

-

A shell tube heat exchanger behavior is composed of at least one shell tube heat connection.

Shell side material amount
Description
A shell side material amount corresponds to the material amount which resides in the shell side of a shell
tube heat exchanger.
Relations
-

Shell side material amount is a subclass of shell or tube material amount.
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Constraints
-

Shell side material amount is disjoint with tube side material amount.

Tube side material amount
Description
A tube side material amount corresponds to the material amount which resides in the tube side of a shell
tube heat exchanger.
Relations
-

Tube side material amount is a subclass of shell or tube material amount.

Constraints
-

Tube side material amount is disjoint with shell side material amount.

Relation Descriptions
hasEffectiveArea
Description
The relation hasEffectiveArea refers to the effective heat transfer area of the heat transfer surface.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of has_area

-

Domain: Heat transfer surface

-

Range: Surface area

hasHeatLeak
Description
The relation hasHeatLeak indicates that a system has a heat source in the closer environment.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: System

-

Range: Heat transfer rate

hasHeatLoss
Description
The relation hasHeatLoss indicates that a system has a heat sink in the closer environment.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: System

-

Range: Heat transfer rate

hasOverallHeatTransferCoefficient
Description
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The relation hasOverallHeatTransferCoefficient refers to a heat transfer coefficient referencing the entire
system.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: System

-

Range: Heat transfer coefficient

hasShellSideBulkFilmCoefficient
Description
The relation hasShellSideBulkFilmCoefficient refers to a heat transfer coefficient referencing the heat
conduction initiated by the shell side bulk film.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer coefficient

hasShellSideFoulingResistance
Description
The relation hasShellSideFoulingResistance refers to the ability of the shell tube heat connection to avoid
fouling on the shell side.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer resistance

hasShellSideThermalResistance
Description
The relation hasShellSideThermalResistance refers to the ability of the shell tube heat connection to be
resistant against thermal transmittance on the shell side.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer resistance

hasShellSideWallFilmCoefficient
Description
The relation hasShellSideWallFilmCoefficient refers to a heat transfer coefficient referencing the heat
conduction initiated by the shell side wall film.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection
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-

Range: Heat transfer coefficient

hasTubeSideBulkFilmCoefficient
Description
The relation hasTubeSideBulkFilmCoefficient refers to a heat transfer coefficient referencing the heat
conduction initiated by the tube side bulk film.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer coefficient

hasTubeSideFoulingResistance
Description
The relation hasTubeSideFoulingResistance refers to the ability of the shell tube heat connection to avoid
fouling on the tube side.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer resistance

hasTubeSideThermalResistance
Description
The relation hasTubeSideThermalResistance refers to the ability of the shell tube heat connection to be
resistant against thermal transmittance on the tube side.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer resistance

hasTubeSideWallFilmCoefficient
Description
The relation hasTubeSideWallFilmCoefficient refers to a heat transfer coefficient referencing the heat
conduction initiated by the tube side wall film.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Shell tube heat connection

-

Range: Heat transfer coefficient

8.6. Distillation system (ontology module)
This module defines a number of process units that perform the tasks of distillation, splitting,
condensation and vaporization and combines it to the comprehensive process unit distillation system.
The central concept is distillation system which can be realized by a group of equipment (cf. Sect.
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3.1).Summarizing all the corresponding aforementioned parts the overall functional characterization of
the distillation system is considered to be separation as defined in the process module (sec. 0). Its overall
behavioral characteristics are represented through a newly defined class, distillation system behavior. The
realization and more details on function/behavior of a distillation system can be found in the definitions
of its constitutive parts. The class diagram reflecting the definition of distillation system is given in Fig.
80.
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Fig. 80: Overview on the distillation system and its interactions to other modules
Within distillation system a number of process units which are mentioned previously are employed.
Overall a distillation system consists of the combination of a distillation column (a newly defined
subclass of process unit), a reboiler, a condenser, and splitter (represented as a general splitting unit) that
splits the output of the condenser into the reflux and the product and the bottom product of the
distillation column in the bottom product and the reused product that is led to the reboiler.
Subsequently, an overview on the constitutive parts with respect to distillation system behavior is
presented subsequently in Fig. 81.
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Fig. 81: Overview on the constitutive parts of distillation system and distillation system behavior
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A distillation column represents the column part of a distillation system and is defined with its realization
and behavioral aspects. The realization aspect refers to a tray column as defined in the plant module (cf.
sec.4.2) 17. The behavioral aspect is represented using a newly defined class distillation column behavior,
which in turn replies on the definitions of another new class, namely distillation tray behavior. Note that a
detailed description of distillation tray behavior may be done analogously to the principles stated in Sect.
4.2. Therefore, the distillation column behavior description might be considered for particular
compartments of the column, e.g. feed tray, separation trays, stripping section, rectification section. A
graphical representation of the definition of distillation column is given in Fig. 82.
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Fig. 82: Overview on distillation column and its interactions to other modules
Furthermore, some exemplary properties and relations to relevant classes for a distillation system can be
considered (cf. Fig. 83). First of all, the condenser can be operated in different modes, e.g. total
condensation of partial condensation. Next, the reflux ratio may be defined for the particular distillation
system. Moreover, for the design of a distillation column the position of the feed tray has to be
determined
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Fig. 83: Exemplary properties for distillation system

17

Only tray columns are considered so far. However, all other sorts of columns may be specified in the
plant module and hence be used in this module afterwards.
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Concept Descriptions
The individual concepts of the module distillation_system are described below.

Class Description
Condensation mode
Description
A condensation mode indicates the working mode of a condenser, namely partial condensation, sub
cooling or total condensation.
Relations
Condensation mode is a subclass of extensible value set.
Distillation column
Description
A distillation column is a process unit which is realized by a tray column and performs the major
functionality of distillation.
Relations
-

Distillation column is a subclass of process unit.

-

A distillation column has a distillation column behavior.

-

A distillation column is realized as a tray column.

-

A distillation column fulfills a distillation function.

Distillation column behavior
Description
A distillation column behavior is a material amount which is composed of distillation tray behaviors and the
connecting material streams.
Relations
-

Distillation column behavior is a subclass of material amount.

-

Distillation column behavior is composed of a material stream and a distillation tray behavior.

-

A distillation column behavior may employ a reference distillation tray behavior to specify typical
characteristics of its distillation tray behaviors.

Constraints
-

A distillation column behavior is composed of at least one distillation tray behavior.

Distillation system
Description
A distillation system is a process unit which represents the combination of a distillation column, a condenser,
a reboiler, and a reflux splitter.
Relations
-

Distillation system is a subclass of process unit.
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-

A distillation system has at least one distillation column, one reboiler represented as a heat transfer
unit, one condenser, and one splitting unit (bottoms product splitter and reflux splitter).

-

A distillation system has a distillation function.

-

A distillation system has a distillation system behavior.

-

A distillation system has a reflux ratio.

Constraints
-

A distillation system can only have the following processing subsystems: distillation column, heat
transfer unit, condenser, splitting unit.

-

A distillation system has exactly five processing subsystems (i.e. one distillation column, one
reboiler, one condenser, and two splitting units).

Distillation system behavior
Description
A distillation system behavior is a material amount which represents the overall behavioral aspect of a
distillation system.
Relations
-

Distillation system behavior is a subclass of material amount.

-

A distillation system behavior is composed of exactly eleven direct subsystems.

-

Distillation system behavior has maximal one distillation bottom pressure

-

Distillation system behavior has maximal one distillation top pressure

Attributes
-

Top pressure

-

Bottom pressure

Constraints
-

A distillation system behavior can only be composed of the following: distillation column behavior,
heat transfer unit behavior, condenser behavior, splitting behavior, material stream.

-

A distillation system behavior is composed of exactly 11 processing subsystems (i.e. one
distillation column behavior, one heat transfer unit behavior, one condenser behavior, two splitting unit
behaviors, and six interconnecting material streams).

Distillation tray behavior
Description
A distillation tray behavior is a behavioral unit which is composed of material amounts residing on a
distillation tray and represents their connections.
Relations
-

Distillation tray behavior is a subclass of material amount.

-

Distillation tray behavior refers to some material.

-

Distillation tray behavior has exactly one gaseous tray input.

-

Distillation tray behavior has exactly one gaseous tray output.

-

Distillation tray behavior has exactly one liquid tray input.

-

Distillation tray behavior has exactly one liquid tray output.
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-

Distillation tray behavior has maximal one bottom product.

-

Distillation tray behavior has maximal one at numbered tray input

-

Distillation tray behavior has maximal one top product.

Constraints
-

A distillation tray behavior refers to a chemical process material whose phase system is composed
of at least one vapor phase and one liquid phase.

Reflux ratio
Description
The reflux ratio is the quantity of liquid reflux per unit quantity of product removed from the process
unit, e.g. a distillation system.
Relations
-

Reflux ratio is a subclass of process step property.

Relation Description
entersAtNumberedTray
Description
The relation entersAtNumberedTray indicates for a tray column at which tray the feed enter the column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of enters

-

Domain: Process step or process state

-

Range: Process step

-

Inverse: hasInputAtNumberedTray

entersTrayGaseous
Description
The relation entersTrayGaseous indicates that a material amount connection possesses a gaseous state of
aggregation when it enters tray.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of enters

-

Domain: Material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Inverse: hasGaseousTrayInput

entersTrayLiquid
Description
The relation entersTrayLiquid indicates that a material amount connection possesses a liquid state of
aggregation when it enters tray.
Characteristics
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-

Specialization of enters

-

Domain: Material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Inverse: hasLiquidTrayInput

hasBottomProduct
Description
The relation hasBottomProduct indicates that the desired product is extracted at the bottom of a column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasInput

-

Domain: Distillation

-

Range: Process state

hasCondensationMode
Description
The relation hasCondensationMode refers to three common states of aggregation after the condensation
took place, namely partially condensed, total condensed and subcooled.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Condenser

-

Range: Condensation mode

hasDistillateToFeedRatio
Description
The relation hasDistillateToFeedRatio indicates how much top product, distillate, in a particular
distillation column is desired with respect to the feed which is added to the column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Distillation column

-

Range: Value enumeration, Quantitative value

hasDistillationBottomPressure
Description
The relation hasDistillationBottomPressure refers to the pressure that occurs at the bottom of a distillation
column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Distillation system behavior

-

Range: Pressure

hasDistillationTopPressure
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Description
The relation hasDistillationTopPressure refers to the pressure that occurs at the top of a distillation
column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasProperty

-

Domain: Distillation system behavior

-

Range: Pressure

hasInputAtNumberedTray
Description
The relation hasInputAtNumberedTray indicates from the perspective of the column at which tray the
mixture is fed.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasInput

-

Domain: Process step

-

Range: Process step or process state

-

Inverse: entersAtNumberedTray

hasGaseousTrayInput
Description
The relation hasGaseousTrayInput indicates that a material amount connection possesses a gaseous state
of aggregation that a tray has as an input.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasInput

-

Domain: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount connection

-

Inverse: entersTrayGaseous

hasHeavyKeyRecovery
Description
The relation hasHeavyKeyRecovery indicates the purity of the bottom product in terms of mass or molar
fraction in a distillation column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Distillation column

-

Range: Value enumeration, Quantitative value

hasLightKeyRecovery
Description
The relation hasLightKeyRecovery indicates the purity of the top product in terms of mass or molar
fraction in a distillation column.
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Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasCharacteristics

-

Domain: Distillation column

-

Range: Value enumeration, Quantitative value

hasLiquidTrayInput
Description
The relation hasLiquidTrayInput indicates that a material amount connection possesses a liquid state of
aggregation that a tray has as an input.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasInput

-

Domain: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount connection

-

Inverse: entersTrayLiquid

hasGaseousTrayOutput
Description
The relation hasGaseousTrayOutput indicates that a material amount connection possesses a gaseous state
of aggregation that a tray has as an output.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasOutput

-

Domain: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount connection

-

Inverse: leavesTrayGaseous

hasLiquidTrayOutput
Description
The relation hasLiquidTrayOutput indicates that a material amount connection possesses a liquid state of
aggregation that a tray has as an output.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasOutput

-

Domain: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount connection

-

Inverse: leavesTrayLiquid

hasTopProduct
Description
The relation hasTopProduct indicates that the desired product is extracted at the top of a column.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of hasInput
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-

Domain: Distillation

-

Range: Process state

leavesTrayGaseous
Description
The relation leavesTrayGaseous indicates that a material amount connection possesses a gaseous state of
aggregation when it leaves a tray.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of leaves

-

Domain: Material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Inverse: hasGaseousTrayOutput

leavesTrayLiquid
Description
The relation leavesTrayLiquid indicates that a material amount connection possesses a liquid state of
aggregation when it leaves a tray.
Characteristics
-

Specialization of leaves

-

Domain: Material amount connection

-

Range: Material amount or material amount connection

-

Inverse: hasLiquidTrayOutput

Instance Description
Condenser mode partial
Description
Partial condensing is one mode of condensing resulting in a gaseous phase and a condensed phase.
Characteristics
-

Instance of condensation mode

Condenser mode subcooling
Description
Subcooled condensing is one mode of condensing resulting in a subcooled phase and a condensed
phase.
Characteristics
-

Instance of condensation mode

Condenser mode total
Description
Total condensing is one mode of condensing resulting in one totally condensed phase.
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Characteristics
-

Instance of condensation mode

-
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Appendix A

Documentation Format

Classes
Classes are characterized by the following categories:
Description: A lexical description of the class, for example “A chemical reactor is an apparatus for
holding substances that are undergoing a chemical reaction.” The description explains the meaning of
the class to the user.
Definition: Unlike a description, a definition can be transcribed into a formal ontology language,
where it establishes the set of necessary and sufficient conditions from which the membership of an
ontological concept (class or individual) to the class can be inferred. Classes for which such a
definition can not be indicated are called primitive classes.
Relations: The following characteristics are indicated, if existent:
-

Specialization. A list of parent classes from which the current class is derived via
specialization.

-

Disjointness. A list of classes which are disjoint with the present class. Disjointness between
classes means that an instance of the first class cannot simultaneously be an instance of the
second class.

-

Restrictions. Restrictions of binary relations (or attributes) specify the existence of a relation
(or attribute) as well as its cardinality and value range with respect to the current class.

Usage: Some recommendations for the use of the class may be given if such advice is required.

Relations
Binary relations are characterized by the following categories:
Description: Similar to that of classes mentioned above.
Characteristics: The following characteristics are listed, if existent:
-

Specialization. A listing of the relations from which the relation is derived via specialization.

-

Domain. The domain of the relation.

-

Range. The value range of the relation.

-

Inverse. The inverse of a relation.

-

Further characteristics, such as if the relation is transitive, symmetric, or (inverse) functional.

Usage: As above.

Attributes
Attributes are characterized by the following categories:
Description: As above.
Characteristics: The following characteristics are listed, if existent:
-

Specialization. A listing of the attributes from which the attribute is derived via specialization.

-

Domain. The domain of the attribute.

-

Range or datatype. The value range of the attribute, which is usually indicated by referring to
a built-in XML Schema Datatype (Biron et al., 2004).

-

Further characteristics, such as if the attribute is functional.

Usage: As above.

Individuals
Predefined individuals are characterized by the following categories:
Description: As above.
Characteristics: The following characteristics are indicated, if existent:
-

Instance of. The classes from which the individual is instantiated.

-

Different from. A list of individual which are explicitly declared to be different from the
present individual.

-

Relations. Instances of binary relations the individual is involved in.

-

Attributes. Attribute values of the individual.

Usage: As above.

Notation Conventions
Classes and relations of the report are named according to the CamelCase 18 naming convention:
UpperCamelCase notation is used to denote identifiers of classes, while relation identifiers are
represented in lowerCamelCase notation. No particular naming convention is followed for identifiers
of individuals (i.e., instances of classes).
In this document, class identifiers are highlighted by italicized sans-serif font; for better readability, the
UpperCamelCase notation is not applied in the text, but the individual words that constitute the class
identifiers are written separately and in lowercase (e.g., class identifier). If relations are explicitly
referred to in the text, they are written in lowerCamelCase notation and are additionally highlighted by
sans-serif font. Individuals are accentuated by bold sans-serif font. Partial models are denoted bold serif
font, italicized serif font refers to ontology modules.
In figures, a graphical notation in the style of UML class diagrams is used; the basic elements are
depicted in Fig. 84. Grey shaded boxes represent classes, white boxes represent individuals. Attributes
are denoted by grey shaded boxes with dashed boundary lines, attribute values by white boxes with
dashed boundary lines. Specialization is depicted through a solid line with a solid arrowhead that
points from the subclass to the superclass. A dashed line with an open arrowhead denotes
instantiation. Binary relations are depicted though solid lines. Three basic relation types are
distinguished: a line with one open arrowhead represents a unidirectional relation; a line with two
open arrowheads represents a symmetric relation; a line without any arrowheads represents a
bidirectional relation 19. Finally, graphic elements for two special types of relation are introduced: an
aggregation relation is depicted through a line with a white diamond-shaped arrowhead pointing
towards the aggregate class. Similarly, a black diamond-shaped arrowhead indicates a composition
relation.

18

CamelCase is the practice of writing compound words joined without spaces; each word is
capitalized within the compound. While the UpperCamelCase notation also capitalizes the initial letter
of the compound, the lowerCamelCase notation leaves the first letter in lowercase.
19

In OWL, a bidirectional relation is modeled through a unidirectional relation and its inverse.
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class

attribute

binary relation (unidirectional)

individual

attribute value

binary relation (bidirectional)

specialization

composition

binary relation (symmetric)

aggregation
instantiation

Fig. 84: Basic elements of graphical notation
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